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Preface 
In 1940-1941, while serving as director of the Quaker Inter

national Center in Berlin, Germany, I discovered the many 
booklets in the Erbgut Heftchen (Heritage Leaflets) published 
by the German Fellowship of Reconciliation. Years later I 
was pleased to learn that thousands of them were distributed 
by English Friends to the German soldiers interned during 
World War II in Great Britain. 

Those tiny publications, small enough to tuck into 
envelopes, handbags, pockets, or rucksacks, struck me as a 
very useful method of introducing readers in many countries 
to the thinking of leaders around the world. 

Returning to the United States, I started a similar series, 
beginning with William Penn Speaks. Little did I realize that 
that collection would grow over the years to 64 titles - 24 
on Quakers and 40 on non-Friends. 

In 1952 twelve of those leaflets were printed in a small 
book called Quaker Leaders Speak. Then, in 1979, another 
volume was printed, entitled Sixteen Quaker Leaders Speak. 

Because Quaker women were largely neglected in the ear
ly titles, I then added six separate leaflets on Elise Boulding, 
Rachel David DuBois, Elfrida Vipont Foulds, Helen Hole, 
Elizabeth Vining, and Elizabeth Watson. 

For this publication three more contemporary Quaker 
women have been added- Margaret Hope Bacon, Mary 
Hoxie Jones, and Daisy Newman. Others could of course, 
be included, such as Dorothea Blom, Carol Murphy, Ger
trude Samuels, Jessamyn West, Elizabeth Yates, and others. 
Should any reader wish to develop similar leaflets on those 
or other Friends, I would be glad to hear from them. 

This pamphlet, limited to contemporary Quaker women 
is not intended as sexism in reverse, but as a way of 
highlighting the contributions of a few well-know women 
thinkers and writers in the Religious Sociery of Friends. 
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Eventually it would be helpful to have similar accounts of 
women Friends in other pans of the world. 

The nine contemporary Quaker women from whom brief 
quotations are cited in this pamphlet represent a wide range 
of interpretations of the Religious Society of Friends, yet there 
are several themes common to all of them. 

It is my pleasure to acknowledge here the fmancial con
tribution of the Willistown Friends Meeting of Philadelphia 
Yearly Meeting toward the publication of this booklet. 

It is my hope that many readers will be so intrigued and 
enriched by the brief accounts cited here that they will want 
to delve into the books and other publications from which 
these quotations were selected. 

Leonard S. Kenwonhy 

Kendal-at Longwood 
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania 19348 

1989 
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Margaret Hope Bacon speaks 

Among Quaker writers Margaret Hope Bacon (1921- ) 
is one of the best known, especially for her valuable work 
in interpreting the multi-faceted activities of the American 
Friends Service Committee and for her leadership in help
ing Quakers rediscover their testimony on women's rights and 
its implications for today. 

But she is also well-known outside the circle of Friends as 
a writer of shon stories, essays, anicles, and reviews in several 
national magazines and of feature stories in the leading 
newspapers of Philadelphia. 

Her contributions to civic projects in Philadelphia won for 
her the prestigious Human Relations Award in 1980 and the 
Philadelphia Citation of Merit in 1987. In 1981 Swanhmore 
College granted her an Honorary Doctorate in Humane 
Letters. 

In clear, cogent, and compelling language she has written 
panicularly about the women's movement primarily as it has 
affected Quakers. Her books include I Speak for My Slave 
Sister: The Lifo of Abbey Kelley Foster, Valiant Friend: The 
Life of Lucretia Matt; As the Way Opens: The Story a/Quaker 
Women in America; Quiet Rebels: The Story of Quakers in 
Amenca; Lamb's Warrior: The Lifo of Isaac Hopper; 
Rebellion at Christiana; and Let This Lifo Speak: The Legacy 
of Henry joel Cadbury. 

Born in 1921, Margaret Hope attended schools in New 
York Ciry and Florida and graduated from Antioch College. 
She and S. Allen Bacon were married in 1942 and they have 
three children and four grandchildren. 

Quakers are deeply indebted to her for her many contri
butions to the Religious Society of Friends and will listen as 
she speaks 
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On the Early Quakers 
and Their Beliefs . . . 

"The Society of Friends dates its existence from 1652. In 
the spring of that year, George Fox came to Westmoreland 
and Lancashire, in the north of England, where a great group 
of seekers was already in existence. After seeing a vision from 
on top of a mount called Pendle Hill, of 'a large people to 
be gathered,' he began to make converts not in the tens ... 
but in the hundreds. The seekers, who had already aban
doned the 'steeplehouse,' the programmed meetings, the 
sacraments, and the preachers of the time, were ready for 
his message. He, as a charasmatic personality, galvanized their 
longing for direct religious experience. In turn, the responsi
bility of leading this large flock seems to have given George 
Fox a confidence and a deep commitment that remained his 
until his death in 1691." 

"For men such as these (Penn, Penington, and Elwood) 
becoming a Quaker demanded a complete change in their 
lives.'' 

''Quaker testimonies for equality and against violence grew 
out of a Quaker belief that 'there is that of God in evety 
man.' Evety person, according to Quakers, is worthy of 
reverence, and each has within him a seed which will il
luminate his conscience and will help him to grow spiritually.'' 

''The early Quakers were young men and women, full of 
health, vigor, and enthusiasm." 

''Women were given a prominent place in the early Quaker 
organization." 

''The long years of persecution did much to weld Quakers 
into a cohesive group.'' 

"In a day of doubt and gloom, the Quakers proclaimed 
a faith in the perfectability of man through openness to the 
Inner Light. No one need feel lost in sin or condemned to 
hell fire." 
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On Quaker Contributions to 
Many Movements . .. 

"Among Quakers there is no synonym for the word 'con
cern.' To have a concern means to have such compassion, 
to feel so keenly the plight of others, to care so much that 
one's duty is to take action. When a Quaker says, 'I have 
a concern,' he means that he is so troubled by the suffering 
of a person or a group of persons - the slaves, the American 
Indians, the prisoners, the mentally ill, the poor - that he 
feels a duty to act on their behalf." 

''Quakers feel that a true concern is divinely inspired. It 
is this faith that gives them the temerity - or the brass -
to follow the concern wherever it may lead them." 

''Whatever the reason, American Quakers have been on 
the growing edge of social change in many areas. Occasionally 
the name of an individual Quaker has remained in history 
as a pioneer. More often small groups of Quakers have been 
the forerunners of social reforms which have come to frui
tion under other leadership. To the concerned Friend what 
matters most is getting the idea translated into action. This 
to him is the Christian message. Someone once called the 
Quakers the most practical mystics the world has ever seen.'' 

' 'The most striking aspect of the life of the Quakers in 
the American colonies was their good relations with the In
dians." 

"Despite the sad history of separations (in the 19th cen
tury in the U.S.A.) the Quaker Movement continued to 
change and develop ... Its saving grace was its deep con
cern for soci11l problems outside the narrow confines of its 
own society . . . . The deepest concern during the past cen
tury was the abolition of slavery. " 
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"Through the years Quaker schools have emphasized prac
tical subjects and have been especially known for science and 
math rather than the arts. Laboratory periods, field trips, and 
practical work experience projects have been featured in most 
of these schools from kindergarten through college." 

''The inductive approach of Quakers to religion flowered 
naturally into an interest in science which has long been 
associated with the Sociery. A number of Quakers have been 
eminent scientists as well as eminent physicians. In addition, 
hundreds of others have pursued science as a hobby." 

''If the Quakers contributed little to the history of fine 
arts ... they have contributed much to the history of great 
ideas. Besides introducing such concepts as non-violence and 
conscientious objection, they have helped to develop the na
tional ideals of religious and civil libeny, of equaliry, and 
of pure democracy.'' 

'' . . . modifications of the Quaker method have been put 
to work in business, in the United Nations, in international 
conferences. The Quakers themselves have had considerable 
success in using the techniques of the Quaker business 
meeting in their efforts to reconcile opposing groups - in 
labor relations, race relations, and in the field of international 
diplomacy. The attitude of openness toward other points of 
view, the patient search for unity beneath diversiry, the 
avoidance of polarization . . . have helped the Quakers gain 
their reputation as the world's peacemakers." 

' '. . . the AFSC has attracted the suppott of many people 
of different religious faiths who like the Quaker's practical 
and direct ways, believe them to be honest, and feel that 
it is imponant to suppon some organization that nourishes 
the development of new ideas and new ways of solving pro
blems." 
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On the Role of Quaker Women in the 
Early Years of the Society of Friends . . . 

''The Quaker concept of the true equality of women was 
revolutionary when it was brought to this country in 1656. 
Its revolutionary potential is still affecting us all. If Americans 
are able to understand fully the women's movement, which 
is having such an effect on our lives, we need to know more 
about its Quaker origins.'' 

''The Society of Friends itself, born during a period of 
religious ferment in England, became the first sect to em
body a concept of the equality of men and women within 
its church government and discipline, liberating Quaker 
women to preach and prophesy as well as to share responsi
bilities. The experience Quaker women had accumulated in 
public speaking, holding meetings, taking minutes, and 
writing epistles, prepared them for leadership roles when the 
time was ripe for a women's rights movement to emerge." 

"The concept of coeducation, or at least parallel educa
tion for older boys and girls, developed toward the end of 
the seventeenth century .... Once educated, Quaker women 
turned in increasing numbers to educating others.'' 

On the Role of Quaker Women 
in the 19th century . . . 

''Of the five women who planned the convention (for 1848 
at Seneca Falls, New York on women's rights) four were 
members of the Religious Society of Friends. . .. '' 

"Another nineteenth century humanitarian concern which 
commanded the attention of Quaker women was the status 
of the American Indians or Native Americans.'' 

"It was during the nineteenth century, finally, that the 
cause of world peace began to absorb the energies of Quaker 
women.'' 
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''The chief reform on which women concentrated in the 
decades following the Civil War was temperance, or, more 
properly, abstinence." 

''Another form of demonstration was a refusal to pay taxes 
on the theory that women without the vote were being sub
jected to taxation without representation.'' 

"Toward the end of the nineteenth century, a new breed 
of reforming women began to emerge. These women were 
the pioneer social workers who crusaded for an end to child 
labor, regulation of the conditions under which women 
worked in sweatshops, and for the welfare of the wives of 
immigrants arriving on these shores .... '' 

On Quaker Women in Recent lears . 
"Despite some areas of resistance, Friends have come to 

see the new feminism as a logical extension of their historic 
testimony and to make institutional changes.'' 

''In addition, Quaker women have been active in such 
groups as the Fellowship of Reconciliation, the War Resisters 
League, the Committee for Nonviolent Action, Women Sttike 
for Peace, Another Mother for Peace, and Peacemakers." 

"Quaker women have, of course, always known that a 
simpler life style is an important prerequisite to spiritual 
growth. They welcome those aspects of today's women's 
movement which urges a simple life style not just for women, 
but for all people." 

''For such liberation to take place, the spiritual base for 
the pursuit of liberty must be rediscovered. Quaker women, 
whose ancestors sought freedom for both the slaves and their 
own sex in order to be free to obey manifest dury, have an 
important contribution to make to the women's movement 
as a whole; the reawakening of its spiritual roots.'' 
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On Lucretia Mott- Valiant Friend. . . 
"Sensible grandmother, radical reformer, gentle non

resistant, militant advocate of woman's rights, Lucretia Mott 
was a leading figure in nineteenth-century America. Her long 
life, which all but spanned the century, both reflected and 
influenced the currents of American thought as the country 
moved from a nation of small shopkeepers and farmers into 
the Industrial Age. Her passionate identification with the 
underdog, along with her Yankee talent for finding prac
tical solutions for complex problems, made her a creative force 
in social reform. Many of her ideas were at least a century 
ahead of her time." 

''To make her contribution to nineteenth-century America, 
Lucretia Mott drew on hidden reservoirs of strength - the 
strength of a sturdy sense of personal identity, a good rela
tionship to a strong mother, a creative and growing marriage 
relationship, deepening spiritual sensitivity." 

"It was people ... that Lucretia Mott enjoyed." 

''Her pacifism was thoroughgoing. She objected to capital 
punishment and insisted that society hold to 'the absolute 
sacredness of human life.' She saw a relationship between 
economic exploitation and war. Peace did not mean the 
absence of war; it meant the arbitration of disputes and justice 
for all - the Indians, the working classes, the blacks, 
women.'' 

(Toward the end of her life). "She had fought all these 
years for equaliry and had seen some victories. The slave was 
freed .... The woman's rights movement was a going con-
cern .... She had played a role in bringing Swarthmore Col-
lege into being. The Female Medical College was thriving. 
. . . Men and women were playing an equal role in decision 
making in the Sociery of Friends .... '' 
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On the Legacy of Henry Cadbury . . . 

''Henry Cad bury was a beloved and central figure in three 
major communities: New Testament scholarship, Quaker 
history, and social activism. " 

''Henry Cad bury invested his life in the proposition that 
incremental gains in our knowledge of the life of Jesus, the 
origin of the gospels, and the later social translation of the 
gospel message in the lives of Fox, a Woolman, a Mott, could 
shed light on that religious impulse which he recognized as 
the finest attribute of humankind.'' 

''Henry Cad bury's growing interest in Bible study reflected 
a trend in liberal Protestantism of the day, the growing belief 
that the tools of higher criticism and of textual criticism, 
developed in the middle of the nineteenth century . . . would 
lead to a fresh understanding of Jesus and of the New Testa
ment, based on historic truth.'' 

"A biblical scholar of world renown, Henry Cadbury 
believed there were varieties of religious experience 
documented in the Bible as well as the history of Christiani
ty and of the Society of Friends, and for him and others like 
him, religion had little meaning unless it was expressed in 
direct action.'' 

"Several times in his own life he felt he had followed the 
path of action into belief, and in his ministry he often reached 
out to those who hesitated to make a religious comrnittnent 
until they had completely worked out their theology. Yet 
he believed that service was only one of many paths. There 
was room within the religious community for mystics and for 
evangelicals as well as for those committed to social action. 
It need not be either I or, he insisted. Cannot we try 
both/and? 
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Elise Boulding speaks 

In her remarkable and creative life, Elise Marie Biorn
Hansen Boulding (1920- ) has played many significant 
roles - as a daughter, the wife of the eminent economist 
Kenneth Boulding, the mother of five children, and the 
grandmother of ten. In addition, she has been a prominent 
Quaker, engaged in many of the creative aspects of that faith. 
Moreover, she has been a research worker, writer, speaker, 
and a leader locally, nationally, and internationally in such 
movements as women's rights, conflict resolution and peace, 
development, and futurism. 

Born in Oslo, Norway, she came to the United States as 
a child, with her parents. Mter attending public schools in 
Hillside and Maplewood, New Jersey, she obtained her A.B. 
degree from Douglas College in English, her M.A. from Iowa 
State in sociology, and her Ph.D. from the University of 
Michigan in sociology. 

Elise Boulding has travelled widely and lived in Jamaica 
and Japan. 

Among her many publications are pamphlets on The Fami
ly as a Way Into the Future, The Personhood of Children, 
Chzldren and Solitude, Born Rememben"ng, The joy That 
Is Set Before Us, My Part in the Quaker Adventure, and 
Women: The Fifth World. Her books include The Under
side of History: A View of Women Through Time, and 
Chzldren 's Rights and the Wheel of Lzfe. 

In recent years she has been a professor of sociology at the 
University of Colorado and member of its Institute of 
Behavioral Science, and chairperson of the sociology depart
ment at Dartmouth College. 

The following quotations reveal some of her insights and 
interpretations as she speaks: 
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On the Family as a 
Way into the Future 

''The family is an ancient social invention that provides 
suppon for the individuation process . . . " 

''As a futurist I have long been convinced that families 
are the primary agents of social change in any society. It is 
in this setting that individuals first become aware that the 
passage of time means growth and change, that tomorrow 
is never like yesterday. It is in this setting that one's first 
daydreams about a different future take place. I have come 
to find the phrase 'the Tao of family' meaningful because 
it reflects the special nature of the family as directioned move
ment. Tao means the way and the Tao of family is the Way 
of family into the future. In this view the family is not a bar
rier berween us and a better society, but a path to that bet
ter society. " 

''What makes the household a family is that each member 
will care about each other member and be available in time 
of need with no expiration date on that availability. This in
cludes a commitment to sharing the experience of facing 
death, something we do not talk enough about as a family 
commitment. In the case of divorced or remarried combina
tions, the concept of continued availability to past spouses 
and children now living in other families to meet the crises 
of life and death, still holds in principle. While the bitterness 
surrounding divorce sometimes makes this impossible, in fact 
most divorced persons do continue to be helpful to one 
another. Single-person households can also be included under 
the rubric 'family,' particularly if the individual makes home 
a center for a nerwork of nonresident friends and relatives 
and defmes these relationships in terms of long-run commit
ment.'' 

"We expect parents to nunure children, but forget that 
children also nunure parents.'' 
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On Enriched Family Living . . . 

''There are some very real obstacles to the achievement of 
a harmonious home which can be a training ground in love 
and reconciliation for all its members. Some of these obstacles 
lie outside ourselves in the mind of the society in which we 
live; others lie within ourselves. . . . " 

''It makes me sad when I hear discussions about not intro
ducing children to 'God' until they are old enough to under
stand. I grew into the Lord's Prayer and I am still growing 
into it. All religious language, devotional books, and par
ticularly the Bible, provide growing room for young minds 
and spirits. Because they have sometimes been used as 
straightjackets by adults who did not understand, does not 
mean that they are straightjackets.'' 

"Every home which is built on love and understanding 
works out cenain ways of coming to decisions and in dealing 
with apparently conflicting desires on the pan of different 
family members." 

"Since non-conformity does bring with it real burdens, 
particularly to young children, who are least able to bear 
them, it is imponant ... to consider prayerfully (one's) 
testimonies and make sure that they are always testifying to 
essentials. ' ' 

"For the great majority of people the geographical com
munity is the community of identification. For non
conformists it often is not. The community to which the non
conformist looks for suppon is a community of like-minded 
people who may be scattered all over the eanh .... The im
ponant thing is that everyone needs the feeling of belong
ing to a community of like-minded people.'' 
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On Solitude and Creativity . . . 

"It is possible to drown children and adults in a constant 
flow of stimuli, forcing them to spend so much energy re
sponding to the outside world that inward life and the creative 
imagination which flowers from it becomes stunted or 
atrophied. " 

' 'There have to be large chunks of uninterrupted time 
available for creative activity. We are accustomed to the de
mand for solitude as a foible of the creative artist or an ascetic 
craving of the saint, but we have not realized what an in
dispensable condition it is for all mental and spiritual develop
ment. It is in these chunks of time that the great interior 
machinery of the brain has the opportunity to work (both 
at the conscious and unconscious levels) with all the impres
sions from the outside world." 

''Each of us has our own recollections of solitary childhood 
joy, hidden away deep in our minds for safekeeping." 

''These, then, are the fruits of solitude for children: a sense 
of who and what they are, whence they came, their place 
in God's world. And out of this positive and secure relation
ship with the univetse comes the freedom to 'play' with crea
tion in the best sense of that word. The things which they 
see and hear can tumble around inside their finely-tuned 
minds, interweaving with their inward store of knowledge 
to produce funher creation.'' 

''. . . our children must have solitude in order to do the 
kind of inward growing which we cannot plan for them." 

"It is an odd thing to say, but solitude can be shared. In 
a family where inward solitude is prized, individuals may skip 
easily into and out of each other's solitude." 
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On My Part in the Quaker Adventure* . .. 
''The bean of (George) Fox's message, that 'God has come 

to teach His people by His Spirit,' has come to be known 
as the doctrine of the Inward light. This Inward light is God 
speaking to the bean of each of us; and if we look into our 
beans to see what the Light shows us, we shall find what 
God's will for us is. . . . " 

''The equality of the women with the men was established 
among them (the early Quakers) before women were given 
equal rights before the law .... The testimony on equality 
also led Friends to oppose slavery long before most people 
were aware of its evils .... The testimony of community was 
an expression of the Quaker belief that the whole world was 
pan of God's family." 

''The testimony of simplicity was a result of the effon not 
only to speak but to live the truth." 

''The meeting for worship revealed to the group what 
God's will was, and the meeting for business helped the 
group to plan how to do God's will." 

"Building for peace is a job in which every man, woman, 
and child everywhere should want to help .... Quakers, 
because of their historic peace testimony, have a special 
responsibility to continue to work for peace .... It is a job 
for everyone, even very small children. We can build for peace 
at home, in school, and in our play. All our daily actions 
count and help to make the kind of world we live in. Are 
you helping to build for peace?" 

"Try to rediscover the meaning of the term 'God's family' 
in your own family circle. ' ' 

* From a book for teen-age Quakers. 
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On Some Human Rights . . . 
"No country ... embodies in its laws the range of rights 

established in principle by the United Nations Declaration. 
The Declaration represents the aspirations of the world com
munity for a baseline of freedom, justice, and welfare of 
human beings." 

''Every human being who lives long enough experiences 
two minority statuses - the first of being a child, and the 
second of being old. Each has its own socially assigned limita
tion of opponunity. These limitations may be mitigated by 
membership in a favored gender, race, ethnic group or class, 
but they do not disappear." 

''As the world moves toward population equilibrium with 
declining resources, an aging sociery will need the fuller par
ticipation and wisdom of its elders, as well as the awareness, 
inventiveness, and energy of its young." 

''The prolongation of childhood and dependency that the 
extension of school years has brought about in industrialized 
countries has led to a gradual forgetting on the pan of adults 
about the roles that children and youth have always played 
in social change. '' 

"Society has few expectations of this age group (youth), 
and therefore they generally have few expections of 
themselves." 

''The right to remain in the labor force as long as an in
dividual desires is an imponant human right now generally 
acknowledged. '' 

''The need for retirement clinics set up to serve the elder
ly ... is great .... '' 

"If the 'adopt-a-grandparent' movement is any indication, 
we can also expect new associations which join the young and 
the old." 
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On the Role of Women in the World . .. 
"We (of the Western World) have created a myth called 

the 'Evolution of Mankind.' ... One of the many strange 
things about this myth is that it does not include women. 
The history of humankind has been written as if it were the 
history of Western man." 

''The elimination of most of the human race from the 
historical record shrinks our human identity. We don't know 
fully who we are. We know even less about what we might 
become." 

"Perhaps the timid fifties were not so timid after all. The 
women turned full-time homemakers were breeding a set of 
revolutionaries who powered the anti-war movement, the civil 
rights movement, the black liberation movement, and . . . 
in the very late sixties the women's liberation movement." 

''. . . the sufferings and perils of humanity in our time 
cannot be relieved unless the predicament of the female half 
of the human race is perceived and understood far better than 
has been the case up to the present. As that awareness and 
understanding increase, not one half but both halves of the 
people of the world cannot fail to benefit.'' 

"Women's movements in the twentieth century encom
pass the entire range of human experience. It is almost beyond 
us to grasp their richness and complexity, but it is crucial 
that we try." 

"If there really is a fifth world, a global community of 
women sharing each other's concerns, then to bring that com
munity to life and make it function for the common good 
is going to require immense new efforts of understanding 
and action - especially on the part of the more privileged 
women of the first world." 
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On Our World Family 
or Peaceable Garden . . . 

''There are lots of data, many sets of numbers about 
human beings . . . but the words 'world family' carry a great 
deal of meaning in themselves. Another metaphor that is very 
imponant to us is that of the world as a peaceable garden 
or the peaceable kingdom .... The fact that every civiliza
tion has that kind of vision, I find enormously comfoning. 
I think there is something about the way we think and dream 
as human beings that keeps generating the peaceable garden 
VISIOn.'' 

On Nurturing the Processes of Peace ... 
''Nunuring the processes of peace takes more than an in

tention to redistribute .... it takes the skills of arbitration, 
mediation, and conflict resolution in the context of the prac
tice of community, of neighboring. We must develop these 
skills. Another very imponant skill that we haven't given 
enough attention to in the Christian community is what I 
can best call prophetic listening. 

On Imaging the Future . . . 
''One of the most basic things about future planning and 

working for social changes of any kind is that you are able 
to visualize that which you are working for. We do it all the 
time for specific community projects; we dream up buildings 
and ... new organizations, and new services. We develop 
very specific images of them. But none of us has been able, 
or has seriously undenaken, the task of trying to delineate 
in our minds the contours of a weaponless world." 

Grateful acknowledgment is made to the Pendle Hill Publications for 
quotations taken from Born Remembering, Children and Solitude, and 
The Family as a Way into the Future, to the Religious Education Com
mittee of Friends General Conference for material from My Part in the 
Quaker Adventure, to Transaction Books for quotations from Children's 
Rights and the Wheel of Lift, and to Wesrview Press for material from 
The Underside of History: A View of Women Through Time. 
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Rachel Davis DuBois speaks 

Throughout much of the 20th century Rachel Davis DuBois 
{1892- ) has been a social and educational pioneer, 
primarily in the intergroup or intercultural movement, pur
suing her goals with enormous energy, imaginative insights, 
a wide range of skills, and love for the total range of human 
beings. 

She has constantly affirmed the imponance of combining 
intuitive insights with intellectual efforts, and stressed the 
need for face-to-face contacts in small, sharing groups to help 
people to respect their own heritage and to make creative 
use of differences. In such groups she developed the an of 
''group conversation,'' a method she used in conjunction with 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference under the 
leadership of Manin Luther King, Jr.; in post-World War 
II Germany, at the behest of the U.S. Department of State; 
and in hundreds of schools, colleges, and church groups as 
well as Quaker Meetings in the U.S.A. 

Born in Woodstown, N.J. and raised in a Quaker home 
and Meeting, she has drawn much of her spiritual sustenance 
from that faith. Her educational degrees have been from 
Bucknell University (A.B.), Teachers College-Columbia 
University (M.A.), and New York University (Ed.D.). 

Among her many publications are Get Together 
Americans, Build Together Americans, Neighbors in Action, 
The Art of Group Conversation, Reducing Social Tensions 
and Conflict, and Deepening Quaker Faith and Practice 
Through the Use of Quaker Dialogue. 

Listen with her as she speaks: 
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On Creating a Richer 
American Culture . .. 

''If men can first be helped to regard one another as per
sons, despite differences of race, color, or creed, perhaps even 
to appreciate and enjoy some of those differences as legitimate 
in this infinitely varied universe, perhaps they can live more 
harmoniously together. This principle obtains on every level, 
whether people are regarded in families, communities, or na
tions.'' 

"For most people, emotionally satisfying personal relation
ships, out of which grow appreciations rather than prejudices, 
can be built in no other way than by face-to-face contact. 
And these attitudes of appreciation can be developed among 
adults. But they cannot be developed by magic; nor can their 
development be left to chance. . . " 

''We all acknowledge that we should do something to stop 
the outward expression of hatreds, but few of us realize that 
we can use our cultural heterogeneity to unite us. Nor do 
we realize that in the process of attempting to build together 
a richer American culture we may acquire the wisdom to help 
develop more harmonious relations . . . among all the 
peoples of the world." 

''Yes, we need a guiding principle that will move us to 
work together- teachers and students, parents and school
board members, social workers: a vision of what American 
culture - heir to the cultures of the world - might be." 

''If these groups can increase their mutual respect . . . and 
implement methods of co-operation, then America can be 
teacher to the world." 

"Our American culture - rock pile or cathedral?" 
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On Some Obstacles to 
Cultural Enrichment . 

''Perhaps the basic reason for this ravishing of our cultural 
resources, this lack of appreciation of all the various groups 
in our midst, is that we have so little objective knowledge 
concerning the contributions of each culture group to 
American life. ' ' 

''Another cause of the lack of sympathetic understanding 
is that the average citizen has not had an opponunity - in 
school or out - to learn what the science of cultural an
thropology has to offer." 

"Cultural democracy is a term whose sound we like. But 
do we Americans like the reality it signifies? Do we like it, 
not on a global scale, but in our home town, in our church, 
in our neighborhood school? Do we like it even nearer? Cer
tainly it means giving up our conviction of our own superiori
ty, our isolationism, our insistence that we be kept sound 
and secure exactly as we are. Cultural democracy demands 
that we die in order that we may be reborn; it demands that 
we renounce and surrender much we have selfishly considered 
to be necessary for our peace and private enjoyment. Peace 
is not a boon our ancestors bought and paid for once and 
for all. It must be purchased on the installment plan, and 
each generation has to pay its quota of the price. And those 
who are rich in pride and complacency must pay the most 
in taxes to suppon it. Cultural democracy also demands that 
we look back in order to discover what not to surrender, 'to 
renew faith in the purposes and traditions which are pan of 
us. 

''It is time we accepted a truth of modern psychology that 
people do not act according to what they know, but accor
ding to how they feel about what they know." 
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On Democracy ... 
''The essence of democracy is recognition of the impor

tance of the individual personality and his participation in 
decisions which affect him.'' 

On Cultural Democracy . 
"Political democracy ... we have inherited. Economic 

democracy . . . we are beginning to envisage and to plan for 
more courageously. But cultural democracy ... we have 
scarcely dreamed of. Much less have we devised social techni
ques for creating it.'' 

"The welfare of the group ... whether it be the family, 
school, community, nation, or the world itself, is based on 
the development of healthy, integrated personalities able to 
transcend their egocentric selves and to merge in a creative 
way into the whole. This means finding ways to share uni
que values and differences. It does not involve annihilation 
of one another; it does not imply compromise - your way 
one time and mine the next; not voluntary submission to 
secure a mood of peace that is found in the end to be sterile. 
What it means is a creative use of differences." 

"Cultural democracy means to me having Swift Eagle 
leading us in a Buffalo Dance, feeling with him our kinship 
with animals. It is sharing with him our Quaker way of silent 
meditation and knowing that it fits him, too. It is singing 
with one of my American Black friends, Vereda Pearson, 'We 
Are Climbing Jacob's Ladder,' using our bodies to move with 
her. It is allowing the warm, tender voice of Karl Harrington 
to fill us with sorrow as he sings the spiritual 'There Is A 
Balm In Gilead.' and singing with 'B. ].'Johnson on a 
Freedom March 'I Ain't Goin' Let Nobody Turn Me 
Around.' '' 
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On "Group Conversation" . . . 

''When a small group of persons - from 10 to at most 
30 - take an hour in which to exchange memories of ex
periences of joy and sorrow in a group experience based on 
spontaneity, a warmth and closeness develop quietly and 
quickly." 

"Group conversation is a way of helping members of a 
group to experience a sense of our common humanity by first 
reaching back into our past for memorable experiences to be 
shared around a topic of universal moment. The method is 
designed to facilitate the social climate which fosters mutual 
regard and confidence." 

''Sharing earlier experiences of having been made to feel 
strange or different or queer, or being rejected or of reject
ing, may ... bring important facets and depth to the ex
ploration, for example, of some aspect of the fair employ
ment or school integration issues.'' 

''Group Conversation is not group discussion but moves 
into it when relevant. Group Conversation purposefully uses 
a minimum of structuring so that discussion of problems is 
not invited at the outset of a meeting. The controversial 
aspects of an issue are intentionally postponed until a mood 
of acceptance has been developed so that the members of 
the group are able to enter the discussion phase when they 
are ready to do so constructively and with a sense of ttust, 
openness, and directness.'' 

''If we assume that a group goes from discussion to pro
blem solving and decision, thence to commitment and ac
tion, then Group Conversation may be seen as a prior step 
to that progression." 
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On the Supremacy of the Cultural. . . 
''The material aspects of civilization depend ultimately on 

the spiritual. Free trade is permanently possibly only among 
free men, and men are not rendered free by systems of in
ternational currency, by political mandates, by Atlantic 
Charters. Men are made free by their art and their religion, 
by their funds of wisdom and philosophy, by the truth they 
possesss and share as a common treasure. Thus, to put 
economics ahead of culture is to put the cart before the horse. 
The penalty for neglecting things of the spirit is to forfeit 
the things of the body as well." 

On Some Unique Approaches 
of Quakers . .. 

''The Quaker group . . . offers an especially interesting 
example of a cultural particularism that has remained unim
paired over many generations ... One of its traits is especially 
significant for the present searching inquiry among thoughtful 
Americans into the nature of democracy. The Friends, among 
themselves, have always lived democratically and their 
tradition-sanctioned procedures include a respect for minority 
rights which, if widely adopted, would go far in remedying 
the shoncomings of our political democracy. This respect takes 
the form of arriving at conclusions by consent rather than 
by taking a vote through which those in larger numbers are 
empowered to override the views of the lesser number." 

''Less widely known but equally imponant for democratic 
procedures is the Quakers' use of silence as a valuable ingre
dient in a discussion where high tension might lead to words 
afterwards regretted, or simply to invite a thought deeper 
than that kindled by the rapid give-and-take of an animated 
exchange of views.'' 
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On Claiming and Renewing Our 
Quaker Inheritance . . . 

''George Fox, out of his own experience, said, 'If you have 
a problem, look all around the problem to get the facts and 
then go into the silence and wait for openings.' He felt sure 
the answers in the form of 'leadings' or 'openings' came from 
The Holy Spirit, The Inner light, The Christ Within. Because 
early Friends adhered to that practice, they felt they were 
guided not only in their individual worship and concerns but 
also as groups . . . and they received guidance in devising 
new ways of doing things which fitted into the needs of their 
day." 

''Is it possible that the cause of the decline of Quakerism 
today ... is that we do not really believe the Holy Spirit 
will answer our seeking and give us guidance in solving our 
problems?" 

"By using the power of mature, redemptive love we can 
show each individual that we need his or her uniqueness to 
make us whole. We will then see that we have something 
to give others and that others have something to give us." 

''Traditionally Friends have shied away from talking to each 
other about methods of achieving ... calmness, believing 
that if one is under the leadership of the Holy Spirit, it is 
sufficient. Today, however, many fmd such sharing helpful." 

"My sunrise meditation means more to me than ever. At 
dawn it is easier to feel that the universe is one organic whole, 
held together by that Radiating Power of Love which flows 
through everything - including me and thee.'' 
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On the Creating of a World Culture ... 
"The fact so many of our theorists in politics are ignoring 

is that psychic unity of some son must precede and form the 
basis of any economic and political unity. Leagues of nations, 
world federations, by whatever name they are known, will 
not unite and pacify a world whose individual nations do not 
sense or feel their kinships. No world congress has a chance 
of success unless it can assume at least the beginnings of a 
growth toward world culture. And this world culture has scant 
chance of being created by a world congress itself . . . to aid 
in creating the kind of feeling tone on the pan of great masses 
of people in all countries which will enable their national 
spokesmen to transcend hostilities, ways must be found to 
develop cultural understanding on an international scale." 

''A united world must be fed by a world culture to which 
every group is forever making its peculiar contribution and 
in which each shares in its peculiar way.'' 

"International relations are, of course, not the whole of 
our life experience. But in this new global world we Americans 
should be aware that no other country has attempted to syn
thesize or link together its cultural diversity as we have. So 
our plea that "this must go on" is valid. Perhaps we should 
recognize the need for moving toward a society where the 
"not me in thee is precious to me." 

Grateful acknowledgment is made to the Association Press for ex
cerpts from Reducing Social Tension and Conflict Through The Group 
Conversation Method, to the Friends United Press for material from 
Deepening Quaker Faith and Pr11etice, and to Harper and Row for 
quotations from Build Together Americans and Get Together 
Ameneans. 
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Elfrida Vipont Foulds speaks 
Elfrida Vipont Foulds (1902- ) is widely known in 

England and in several other countries as a vivid writer, a 
dedicated and dynamic speaker, an authentic and lively in
terpreter of Quakerism (especially of its early history in the 
Northwest Country), and as a beautiful example of lives worth 
living. 

Born in Manchester, England, into a Quaker family, with 
two older brothers, she obtained much of her education at 
the Manchester High School for Girls and at The Mount 
School - a Quaker institution in York. She was married to 
R. Percy Foulds, a research technologist, and to them were 
born four daughters. Today Elfrida Foulds, a widow, has 13 
grandchildren and three great-grandchildren. 

She is the author of over 40 books and many pamphlets 
- biographies, anthologies, novels, accounts of Quakerism, 
and publications on other religious themes. Many of her 
volumes have been written for children, such as Colin Wntes 
to Fnends House, Blow the Man Down, The Lark on the 
Wing (winner of the prestigious Carnegie Medal), and Weaver 
of Dreams. Her writings for adults on Quakerism include The 
Story of Quakerism, The Birthplace of Quakerism, George 
Fox and the Valiant Sixty, and A Faith to Live By. 

Her navels abroad have included Australia, New Zealand, 
Canada, and the United States, where she has spoken in 
schools, colleges, and libraries; over radio and television; and 
to a wide variety of Quaker groups, bringing to those presen
tations a vibrant voice, an arresting eloquence, and vivid 
details from first-hand experience, scholarly research, and a 
highly creative mind. 

To us she speaks meaningfully: 
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On George Fox's Search for Truth . . . 
"Always the search for Truth begins with a question. 

Sometimes it is inspired by curiosity, sometimes by passionate 
protest, sometimes by personal suffering or discontent, but 
always there is a question, and after it, no rest. Great scien
tific discoveries, great masterpieces of art, great schools of 
philosophy have sprung from such questions, and men's souls 
have been restless with longing for the peace beyond all ques
tioning.'''' 

''He (Fox) turned away from ministers of religion, whose 
lives so often belied their profession. Instead, he sought out 
little groups from the Puritan seers, questioning their leaders 
and their more thoughtful members, but none seemed to 
understand the difficulties. He was rapidly losing confidence 
in everybody, himself included, and yet he would not give 
in. The guide and comforter he wanted must exist 
somewhere, and he would know no rest until he found him.'' 

And His Discovery . . . 
" 'Then, oh then-'! he wrote afterwards, 'when all my 

hopes in them and in all men were gone, so that I had 
nothing outwardly to help me, nor could tell what to 

do, ... I heard a voice which said, "There is one, even Christ 
Jesus, that can speak to thy condition," and when I heard 
it, my heart did leap for joy.' " 

"The long search was over. The restless soul had found 
itself. George Fox had at last discovered, beyond all possible 
doubt, the living witness of the Christian gospel. 'Christ it 
was who had enlightened me,' he declared, and in Christ 
his hope and his courage were renewed . . . From that time 
onwards he knew, with an ever-present, joyful certainty, 
whence his help would come, and whence the help for all 
who sought for a living faith as he had done, would come." 
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On Founding a Living Faith . . . 
"It was left to George Fox to rediscover the seed of God 

in the hean, the light of Christ within, and on that rediscovery 
to found a living faith. The realization of the evil in the world 
bore down upon him, and he saw 'the ocean of darkness and 
death' which men had brought upon the world by their 
wrongdoings; but he did not stay in the darkness. He saw 
'the infinite ocean of light and love' which flowed over the 
ocean of darkness and death, and knew it for the 'infinite 
love of God' which can work in and through the lives of all 
His children. In this vivid, mystical experience of fellowship 
with God, the whole world seemed changed." 

On Expressing One's 
Faith in Everyday Living 

The experience of ecstasy was not something divorced from 
the business of everyday life; it was something which could 
raise it to another plane, so that it was God's business and 
the necessary work of his kingdom. When, a little later, 
George Fox tried to formulate his call to service, he did not 
only describe his urge to direct people to the light of Christ 
and that spirit of Truth, so that they might know that God 
was still working in men's hearts and revealing fresh truths 
to those who would be faithful to His guidance. He wrote 
of the many practical ways in which ... he saw that God's 
kingdom could be furthered." 

On Claiming Our Inheritance 
"To be true to its founder, it (the Society of Friends) must 

reproduce not only his seeking, but his finding; not only his 
visions, but his way of life and downright honesty; not only 
his steadfastness in suffering, but his loyalty in loving; and, 
above all, his triumph in the face of death.'' 
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On Swarthmoor Hallas the 
HomeofQuakerism . .. 

''. . . it must be remembered that Swarthmoor Hall was the 
home of a loving, united family before it became the home of 
Quakerism. . . "" 

''The love of Thomas and Margaret Fell, the unity of the home 
they created, the strength of their family life, all were big enough 
to stand the strain. They took in the new movement, giving it 
strength and stability and a haven from the storms of the out
side world, and were themselves enriched thereby. The tolerance 
of Judge Fell, who never threw his lot with Friends, was something 
miraculous in his own or in any other age and Friends have not 
always been prompt to remember the part that tolerance played 
in shielding the flame which has never . . . been put out.'' 

On joy in Early Quakerism . . . 
''The early years of the history of Quakerism have about them 

an exuberance which sometimes wells up into extravagance, and 
a freshness which three centuries have not been able to dim. 
The excess of exuberance Friends learned, by bitter experience, 
to curb; the freshness is still there to be recaptured. " 

On the Conspicuous 
and the Inconspicuous . 

"The men and women who left their footprints on the sands 
of Time- George Fox, Margaret Fell, Francis Howgill, Edward 
Burrough, Richard Hubbetthome and the rest- could not have 
done it alone. Behind them stood the ones who have left no 
memorial; who are perished as if they had never been; men and 
women who snatched a scanty living ftom little hill farms, who 
kept small village shops, who tended sheep, and who were 
prepared to face the loss of all, to jeopardize everything they 
held dear, for the sake of an ideal; for a libetty which they 
themselves might never live to enjoy; for a victory which, for 
anything they knew, might never be won." 
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On Misinterpretations of 
Quaker History . . . 

"For too many, Quaker history has consisted of George 
Fox and his leather breeches, the persecutions, and William 
Penn and the founding of Pennsylvania; then the lives of 
John Woolman and Elizabeth Fry - like two immonal step
pingstones - and lastly, the modem Quaker relief work. An 
impression is created of 'live' periods and 'dead' periods, with 
the result that the former become romanticized, greatly to 
the detriment of their true wonh and significance, and the 
latter become more lifeless than Exekiel's valley of dry bones." 

On the Sacraments . . . 
"The word 'sacramental' has been defined as meaning 'the 

outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace,' 
and according to Quaker belief, that 'outward and visible' 
sign is a life lived in absolute obedience to God, a revelation 
of His indwelling Spirit in the hean. This, of course, is an 
integral pan of the Christian faith, the eternal truth behind 
all symbols and observances. But every section of the Chris
tian Church has some special witness to uphold, and for over 
three hundred years the Society of Friends has testified to 
this sacramental conception of the whole of life. " 

On the Advices, Queries, and the 
Books of Discipline . . . 

"As the earlier generations passed from the scene, it became 
increasingly obvious that some kind of recognized Rule or 
'Discipline' was needed for reference. On the other hand, it was 
clear, and has remained so, that no 'Discipline' can be regard
ed as final. The 'Advices' and 'Queries' in use today are not 
identical with those which were found helpful by eighteenth cen
tury Friends, but they are conceived in the same spirit; the same 
may be said of the modern Books of Discipline published by 
several Yearly Meetings.'' 
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On Quaker Strength, Vision and 
Power in the Past. . . 

"It is customary when describing the events of 1652 to 
stan with the vision ofPendle Hill. A closer study of the words 
of George Fox's journal suggests a different starting point: 
'I was moved of the Lord."' 

"George Fox and Edward Burrough were endowed with 
physical strength above the average, but it was not physical 
strength alone that lay behind the living sacrifice. There was 
a sense of direction, a capacity for putting first things 
first .... " 

''The journey which starts with a 'moving of the Lord' in 
one sensitive human soul goes from the prophetic mount, 
striking its trail of fire amongst the seekers along the 
way .... " 

''That is the strength which cannot fail, the strength of 
the man or woman whose mind is stayed on God. And this 
inward strength gives to its possessor an outward calm which 
can be recognized and which seems to troubled and turbulent 
souls something infinitely desirable, like the shadow of a rock 
in a weary land. To live in the Kingdom of God is to know 
the peace of God which passeth all understanding, to possess 
the pearl of great price for which the merchants of the world 
would gladly sell all that they have, if they might only pur
chase it; but it is not a treasure lightly to be won. Those who 
possess it never fear the ocean of darkness and death which 
George Fox saw, and which we in tum have seen, because 
they never fail to see the ocean of light and love which will 
overflow it. They see the ocean of love and light, not because 
they are a prey to easy optimism, but because they themselves 
are part of that ocean of love and light and their strength 
is swallowed up in it, whether they live or die. They live as 
if the Kingdom of God had come, and they die strong in 
the still spirit that keeps them.'' 
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On Quaker Strength, Vision 
and Power Today . . . 

"In the present time of international tension and danger, 
it is surely fitting for us to remember that the pioneers of 
Quakerism could not know for cenain that victory would be 
theirs. Like the good farmers that so many of them were, 
they sowed their seeds without asking whether they themselves 
would reap the harvest. ' ' 

''The spirit of the early days of Quakerism will not be ful
ly renewed . . . until the full secret of that joy is rediscovered 
and expressed anew, and until we are indeed fully convinc
ed that nothing, 'neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor prin
cipalities, no powers, nor things present, nor things to come, 
nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able 
to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus.'' 

"To take up those challenges is not impossible. We may 
not be chosen to receive God's marching orders or to see the 
vision from afar, but we may well be the seekers, ready to 
be caught up in the net; from our homes, wherever they may 
be, the loving, uniting spirit of Swanhmoor may overflow 
into a hungry world; the sustaining friendship of the pioneers 
may warm our hearts; we too may be 'stiff as a tree and pure 
as a bell,' and break the hold of winter on a frozen world 
like the wild daffodils in the brambles; we too may know 
the strength which is bended after God, which puts the Lord's 
business first, which is founded on the still spirit that keeps 
us; ours may be the courage which can say, 'But if not, then 
will we lie down in the peace of our God and patiently suf
fer under you;' ours the faith which does not ask to see the 
harvest of its sowing; ours the joy that sings in the dark places 
of the eanh because even they are filled with the glory of 
God. The challenges of 1652 are inescapable and they are 
with us now. 'Come from the four winds, 0 Breath, and 
breathe upon these slain that they may live.'' 
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On Fellowship with Our Friends . . . 
"It is possible to assure our friends that they are in our 

thoughts without meaning more than that we occasionally 
think of them with affection. But to hold our friends in our 
thoughts means more than that. It means a far more costly 
outgoing of the spirit, which can in very truth reach beyond 
human and physical limitations until we are indeed 'with' 
them. Such an exercise of friendship was possible amongst 
the early Friends. And such an exercise of friendship is an 
echo of the deeper exercise of the spirit which is prayer, which 
in its rum can reach beyond human and physical limitations 
until we may take knowledge of those who know the mean
ing of such prayer, that they have been with Jesus." 

On Qut~ker Unity in Diversity . . . 
''It is not only that the Friends' procedure is still adhered 

to for business meetings; it is something more subtle - a 
consiousness of a common spirirual heritage which survived 
all differences and divisions, and was expressed in later years 
in common service. Steadily, and not without growing pains, 
the Society of Friends learned that it is possible to preserve 
unity in diversity.'' 

On Our Destination . 

"In our desperate search for our destination, or for the 
next stage of our journey, we may have overlooked the 
supreme importance of the question: 'Whence came ye?' It 
may well be that the end is in the beginning; the beginning 
in the end." 

Grateful acknowledgment is made to the Friends United Press for 
excerpts from The Story of Quakerism, to the Pendle Hill Publica
tions for material from Let Your lives Speak, and to the Religious 
Education Committee of Friends General Conference for material 
from A Faith to live By. 
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Helen Hole speaks 

Helen G. Hole (1906-1983) spent much of her long and 
creative life serving the Religious Society of Friends and its 
educational institutions, always with dedication and 
distinction. 

Reared in a Quaker home, she attended and graduated 
from Westtown School. Then she earned her B.A. degree 
from Vassar College and her M.A. from Columbia Universi
ty. After she was 60, she received her Ph.D. from Indiana 
University. All these degrees were in the field of English. 

She taught Latin and English for several years at Westtown 
School; and while there she and another teacher, Allen D. 
Hole Jr., were married. Together they raised a family of four 
children, served as co-directors of the Quaker International 
Center in Paris, and taught for many years at Earlham Col
lege. In addition, she served for two years as Provost. 

Helen Hole spoke to many Quaker groups and, after her 
retirement from Earlham, taught at the Earlham School of 
Religion and Pendle Hill. She also served on the governing 
or advisory boards of Guilford College, the Earlham School 
of Religion, and Pendle Hill; she served also as clerk of the 
Board of Pendle Hill. 

In addition, she wrote a history of Westtown School, call
ed Westtown Through the Years, the story of john Darlington 
Carter: Quaker Scientist and Bird Lover, and a book enti
tled Things Civil and Useful: A Personal View of Quaker 
Education. Her Pendle Hill pamphlet on Prayer: The Corner
stone is considered by many a classic. 

The depth and breadth of her thinking are reflected in 
the following quotations from her writings and talks as she 
speaks: 
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On the Ea1-ly Christian Fellowships . . . 

"As far as I can see from the evidence of the New Testa
ment, there were no solitary Christians. If you were a Chris
tian, this meant that you were an integral part of the com
munity of Christians.'' 

"There is much evidence in the New Testament, and par
ticularly in the book of Acts, as to the quality of the rela
tionship between the members of the Christian fellowship. 
'How these Christians love one another!" was said of them 
in astonishment. There was a closeness among them, an af
fection. We know that they felt the need to meet together 
frequently, to pray together, to sing together, to eat together, 
to rejoice together, to support one another in affliction." 

''There was also evidently a feeling among them that they 
were a part of something significant, something to which each 
person in the group was important. Each one had a part to 
play, whether in teaching, in curing the sick, in the giving 
of hospitality, in the care of the poor, in proselytizing or 
preaching, and all of these essential activities were a part of 
the one great task in which the whole community shared: 
the expression of the good news they as Christians had receiv
ed. So the contribution of each member of the fellowship 
was significant, and consequently his life took on meaning 
and dignity. " 

"This was a community which was, I believe, based on 
a knowledge of each other on the deepest levels .... These 
first Christians knew each other on the levels of prayer and 
worship, and in addition they shared an involvement in, a 
commitment to, a great common task." 
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On the Early Quaker Fellowships . . . 

''Those first Friends were simple people also, mostly of 
middle class. They had no trained clergy; no one had authori
ty over them except those who had the authority of spiritual 
experience: George Fox, William Penn, those who spoke with 
power- these were the ones who had the authority. There 
was a tremendous sense of fellowship among these people, 
too. They met together frequently at each other's houses. 
They ate together often. They helped each other's children 
in time of crisis. They helped those of the community who 
were imprisoned for their beliefs, they cared for each other, 
they bore with each other.'' 

"Moreover, like the first Christians, they had a tremen
dous sense of the overwhelming significance of the experience 
they were going through together. " 

''Each individual Friend played a part in this communi
ty. Some carried the message at home, others traveled in the 
ministry across the farthest seas. Women as well as men par
ticipated in all kinds of service. Even the children met for 
worship when their parenrs were in prison. Courage was found 
to bear persecution and to face long separations, and to do 
so joyously." 

''This was, I feel, the same kind of fellowship as that of 
the first Christians. It was at the same time a human and 
a divine society. These people not only were melted down 
in a deep human relationship: they had also known the in
ward Christ. They were changed men before they went about 
changing others." 
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On Prayer as the Cornerstone . . . 

"My suggestion is that basic to the vitality of both these 
communities (early Christians and early Quakers) was prayer; 
in both cases it was the cornerstone. The members of these 
two fellowships prayed as individuals, they prayed in their 
families. They prayed whenever they gathered as a group." 

''Faith which overflows in real spiritual power must be fed 
with prayer." 

On Prayer in Quaker Meetings . 

''Underlying and undergirding the unprogrammed wor
ship of Friends is prayer: the prayerful corporate waiting which 
takes place in any meeting when it has centered down. As 
we go deeper and deeper, prayer is our task as individuals 
and as a group - a loving attention to God, a surrendering 
of our minds and our wills to that same spirit which found 
expression through Jesus, the man, and which, after the 
Ctucifncion, was recognized by the first Christians as the Holy 
Spirit, the Comfoner, the spark, the seed. This is a very special 
kind of attentive waiting: 'waiting for God,' Simone Wei! 
has called it." 

''Another form which prayer can take for Friends is vocal 
prayer in meeting. As those present are stirred and uplifted 
as a result of the silence or the ministry which comes from 
it, vocal prayer may provide a focusing point which witnesses 
to the spirit at work in the meeting. At other times a prayer 
may instill life into a silence which has previously appeared 
dead, or bring unity to a meeting whose ministry has seem
ed scanered and discordant, or gather up and bring into focus 
a number of fragmentary messages.'' 
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On Prayer in Our 
Individual Lives . . 

''Prayer, then, is a necessity in our lives. It must be at the 
center of them." 

" ... all the activities of a meeting- the prayer of wor
ship, the vocal prayer of a gathered meeting, the prayer which 
sustains and nourishes its cells or prayer groups, family prayer, 
the ministry of love which expresses itself in counselling, the 
impact of the meeting on the outside community - all of 
these should be grounded in the prayer life of the individual. 
If prayer has not been a reality throughout the week for at 
least a core of its members, panicipants in Sunday meeting 
cannot reach high levels of worship. Vocal prayer flows when 
the cup is already full before we come to meeting. Activity 
which is meaningful results from insights gained from prayer. 
Counselling which is helpful comes from the bringing of 
divine perspective to human confusion." 

"Prayer is not just an instinct which is a gift to us at binh, 
though it is that unquestionably. It is also an an that must 
be acquired and cultivated. For some the acquisition will be 
difficult, for others it comes more easily. For everyone it has 
to be to some degree earned." 

"We must learn how to pray." 

"The way to pray is to begin to pray." 

"If we really believe this to be true - if we are not just 
saying it, but really mean it - for most of us a drastic 
overhauling of our lives will be necessary. We have to make 
a place for regular prayer in our lives which most of us feel 
to be already overflowing with activiry, much of it of a wonh
while nature." 
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On Various Aspects 
of Early Quaker Schools . 

"In short, Quaker institutions had created in this sort of 
community a warm, supportive, family-like atmosphere which 
made an excellent training ground for Quakerism.'' 

"Characteristic of the community was that the practical 
work was shared.'' 

"We have seen that community and simplicity, both basic 
Quaker attitudes toward life, were emphasized in early 
Quaker schools. The testimony for peace and its expression 
in personal relationships is also traceable in the earliest Quaker 
experiences.'' 

"There was also to some degree a testimony for equality. 
Throughout the early history of Friends institutions there was 
unquestionably more openness between segments of the 
educational community- faculty, administration, students 
-than was usual in most schools and colleges. A strong ef
fort was made to include Friends children unable to meet 
the costs, and, with what is perhaps more remarkable in view 
of conditions elsewhere, no discrimination against them once 
they were enrolled. The Quaker testimony for equality be
tween men and women led to considerable women's influence 
in their institutions.'' 

"Finally, most important but hardest to pinpoint, we see 
at work . . . the basic conviction that education is a means 
to an end: growth in the religious life. Only religion could, 
Friends believed, melt down the hard core of individual self
centeredness which is a barrier to growth. The most impor
tant instruments they used were corporate community wor
ship .... There was study of the scriptures and Quaker prin
ciples. The ministry, especially from visiting Friends, ... was 
an important influence." 
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On Quaker Schools 
Today and Tomon"ow . 

''It will be suggested here that the greatest needs for Friends 
education in the future are institutions whose center is wor
ship; schools and colleges which provide patterns of lifestyle 
and education which favor the development of spiritual 
growth; Quaker and non-Quaker teachers who are devoted 
to our educational ideals; institutions whose curricula and am
bience minister to modem students on many levels of their 
personalities; places where students are cherished as in
dividuals; schools and colleges which are financially viable 
in the world of the twentieth century and yet can offer educa
tion to a much wider clientele than at present; most impor
tant of all, institutions which know what it means to be a 
Quaker school or college; and can articulate their aims. It 
is not by playing down our identity that we shall survive, 
but by strengthening it." 

'' ... survival will come to those who develop them (their 
peculiarities) with freshness and vigor; those who know what 
they want to do and what they stand for. " 

''Every species of tree, indeed each individual tree, is uni
que, and has its own contribution to make to its surroun
dings. Quaker ed4cation may be thought of as a tree, ex
posed to buffeting winds, often stormy ones. If the sap of 
its life doesn't run strong, if the network of roots loses its 
vitality, then the tree will die and become a skeletal frame 
subject to rot and final disintegration. If, however, it is deeply 
rooted and full of life, it will put out new branches and leaves 
and adapt itself in a unique way to new times and seasons. 
Those of us who treasure it and believe in it look toward its 
future with hope.'' 
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On the Ocean of Darkness 
and the Ocean of Light. . . 

'' ... the ocean of Light of which Fox and other writers 
speak so movingly does not simply roll in and cover the ocean 
of evil, violence, hatred, and selfishness. On the contrary, 
in some strange way difficult to understand, it is enriched, 
even transformed, by a recognition of the darkness, just as 
the darkness, in irs tum, is purilled and ennobled .... 
Granted, we must never forget that as human beings we are 
born with a divine potential. But neither should we forget 
that we are citizens of rwo kingdoms - the Kingdom of 
Darkness and the Kingdom of Light, and that the highest 
citizenship of all, the allegiance beyond all others, brings with 
it passporrs to them both." 

On the Total Commitment 
of Ourselves . .. 

"What a transformation, then, could take place in our lives 
if we would give ourselves with totality- body, mind, and 
soul- consciously and unconsciously, and how this com
mirment would nourish our lives, speaking with power 
through our daily actions and our social concerns.'' 

''Finally, we must at once become tools of change, work
ing in genuine contacrs with people in depth in the situa
tions available to us. Not superficial contacrs, but deeper ones, 
both with individuals and in small groups, achieved in sim
ple, natural ways. We must treat each other religiously, 
achieving a deeper and better integration with each other, 
thus forming deep, lasting, responsible ties. The result will 
be a profound unity in which each individual is far more his 
deepest self than in his apartness." 

Grateful acknowledgment is made to the Friends United Press for excerpts 
from All Things Civil and Usefol: A Personal View of Quaker Education, 
and to the Pendle Hill Publications, for several quorations from Prayer: The 
Comerrtone. All other quotations are from material whicb is not copyrighted. 
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Mary Hoxie Jones speaks 
Mary Hoxie Jones (1904- ) is an excellent example of 

a Quaker whose quiet influence has been felt over a period 
of several decades in most of the activities of the Religious 
Society of Friends. Her personal experience of Quaker history 
is probably not surpassed by anyone alive today, especially 
on the varied activities of the American Friends Service Com
mittee. Her circle of friends is worldwide, including hundreds 
of people who admire her as a scholar, a poet, a leading 
Friend, and a warm-heatted companion of life's journey. 

Mary Hoxie was born in 1904 at Haverford, Pennsylvania. 
She attended the Haverford Friends School, the Baldwin 
School, and Mt. Holyoke College. 

In her early years she served as Young Friends Secretary 
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (Arch Street). Later she work
ed with the American Friends Service Committee in various 
capacities, serving later on its Board of Directors. For many 
years she has been Research Associate of Quaker Studies at 
the Haverford College Library, answering the many inquiries 
about her father and arranging his voluminous papers, let
ters, manuscripts, and other materials. In 1985 she was award
ed an honorary degree by that college. 

Being the daughter of the best-known Quaker in the 20th 
century has brought its rewards but also its burdens. Despite 
the drawbacks, she has achieved a place for herself as Mary 
Hoxie Jones rather than merely as the daughter of Rufus 
Jones. 

Much of her creativity has been channelled into the writing 
of poems, some of them appearing in A170ws of Desire 
(1931), Beyond This Stone (1965), and Mosaic of the Sun 
(1975). 

In recent years she has lived at Kendal, the Quaker
administered retirement community. But her summers have 
been spent in the family community of South China, Maine, 
and several weeks each year in England. 

Out of her broad lifetime experience, she speaks: 
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On Quakerism and the American 
Friends Service Committee . . . 

"It (the American Friends Service Committee) is not perfect 
by any means but it holds a challenge for every man and 
woman who believes that the Kingdom of God can come 
on earth and in the hearts of people of all races and na
tionalities.'' 

''For all the differences among pastoral and non-pastoral 
Friends, or conservatives and radicals, there are two basic prin
ciples in the Sociery which are greater than any disputes 
among factions of thought. The first is the principle of peace, 
i.e., that we should so live as to do away with the occasion 
for all war. That is not a negative ideal which implies that 
we don't fight when war comes, although that is included 
in our doctrine, but it is a positive way of life which means 
that we do our utmost to prevent a war from coming. The 
second ideal is the knowledge that the light of Christ dwells 
in every man, i.e., no man is better than another, therefore 
no person has any right to exploit or use another individual 
and we're all potential sons of God. They're such simple ideals 
that we don't take them seriously enough. If we did, we'd 
transform the universe." 

". . . the thing that seems most imponant to me is the 
fact that while the world is waging a war in the name of 
Christ, we can bind up the wounds of war in the name of 
Christ." 

"It (the AFSC) was not only an organization which pro
vided activities for men who had been released from military 
service but it was doing a much bigger thing; it was releas
ing creative and spirirual energies in the men and women 
wearing the red and black star, to funher the building of 
the Kingdom of God." 
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" ... but religion if it's going to be any good tells you 
what you should do and you go ahead and do it. Instead 
of crushing you down into a little insignificant nothing at 
all, it makes you grow into something big." 

''One of the most remarkable features of this particular 
(organization) has been that, although it was organized for 
a purpose- to meet the immediate crisis of 1917 -it has 
never pursued a one-track interest. It has been adaptable to 
conditions and changes and it has been flexible without los
ing its strength." 

(In the 1920's) "Beyond those things which are now well 
underway, I see rwo more which call for united action of 
American Friends. The first is a concened and well-guided 
concern for better interracial relationship, a new spirit of 
understanding and fellowship berween different racial 
groups .... This work ought to be done, not by conferences 
and resolutions, not by staning new institutions or managing 
old ones, but by quietly forming new contacts, bringing 
peoples together in friendly groups and practicing the spirit 
and ideals of our way of life ... 

The second most imponant thing is the work of inter
preting our ideals, especially our peace ideals and spirit to 
our own membership and to those who are near and kin
dred to us in spirit. America has not learned the lesson of 
war, nor has our own Society learned it. We are still thin 
and superficial in these deepest issues of life." 

"I believe a religious concern is a mature form of intellec
tual interest and cannot be separated from the other reasons 
which send a person into service. Do you remember what 
George Fox said? 'I saw that there was an ocean of darkness 
and death, but . . . there was an ocean of light and love 
which flowed over it.' That is what the Service Committee 
has done and will continue to do. It is an ocean of light and 
love which flows over the ocean of darkness and death.'' 
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On Her Father- Rufus M. Jones ... 
"Rufus Jones was the grand elder statesman, not only in 

the Society of Friends, but also in a wider religious field. His 
radiant face caught attention wherever he went, and there 
was a contagion of enthusiasm about him which permeated 
the room he entered or even the train he travelled on. He 
was a man alive in every fibre of his hean and mind and 
body." 

"He had little sense of his own imponance and he was 
never spoiled or made blase by the acclaim people gave to 
him, It was pleasant to know that men and women of all 
ages, cultures, religions, and walks of life found his message 
answering their needs. But there was a deeper satisfaction 
than that, and it was the knowledge that he was fulfilling 
what God wanted him to do." 

"His own life was well-ordered. He carried on his many 
and varied obligations without letting them tangle with one 
another. He had time for at least one game of golf each week 
or for cutting trees in the college woods. He did his work 
with a sense of serenity, although it must be said there were 
occasions when this sereniry gave way to confusion and frustra
tion. He concentrated on the occupation of the moment, put
ting his best into whatever he was doing. Somehow he man
aged to bring into each occupation the accumulated wealth 
of past experience while, at the same time, he was preparing 
for the work ahead." 

"Rufus Jones had a favorite text, 'The Lamb made war 
on the Beast and overcame him.' He believed firmly that 
the checkerboard of life had a white background on which 
the black squares were imprinted.'' 

"Rufus Jones not only dreamed what might come to the 
Society of Friends. His life was not just writing and theoris
ing. He went from his editorial desk to the classroom where 
he faced young men . . . and there he expounded 
philosophical truths of the ages. He also had their insistent 
questions. He lived all the time among young people." 
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(On World War I). "Rufus Jones had tried to be an op
timist, believing that life was slowly moving upward, and 
was a spiral, not a circle ... But now all was far from 
well . . . and like many another, he had to find a new faith 
for a new age ... But for him the lines from Goethe's Faust 
must have brought him the answer: 

'Thou hast destroyed it, 
The beautiful world. 

Build it again, 
In thine own bosom build it anew.' 

That was it! With God's help, man could rebuild the broken 
world.'' 

(On his friendship with John Wilhelm Rowntree of 
England). "Both these young men were thrilled with the 
history of the Sociery of Friends and the potentialities which 
they saw in Quakerism as a movement. They had managed 
to throw off some of the strangling, smothering aspects 
which had tended to destroy the dynamic force of the Socie
ry, and they had each come into the experience, as did 
George Fox, ofknowing God experimentally. Each felt that 
he had a special pan to play in this great movement and 
what could they not do if they worked together?" 

On Her Mother- Elizabeth Cadbury 
Jones .. . 

"Elizabeth brought to her husband a quiet, happy disposi
tion, a delightful sense of humor, a well-trained, disciplined 
mind, an instinctive gift of doing the right thing at the right 
time, infinite patience, and a deep religious faith, not ex
pressed in vocal ministry, but in everything else.'' 
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On Quakers, Poetry, and Worship . . . 

''I believe that we as Friends have suffered from an over
emphasis on good works, service, and committees. We have 
become absorbed with the mechanics of living and doing. 
We have lost the an of being. We have lost perspective, 
serenity, and even vision in our pressures, frustrations, and 
fragmentations. This is a sad commentary for not too many 
of us have learned . . . to find the balance." 

"Where does worship end and poetry begin? or poetry end 
and worship begin? How many Friends have tried to settle 
themselves in worship by remembering favorite poems or 
verses from the Bible? And how many Friends have written 
poems as the result of a panicularly good, or even a bad 
meeting for worship? I have found myself groping for a 
message in meeting, achieving only a half-baked idea to which 
I have clung, and at some later date it has written itself into 
a poem. The experience of worship, or the experience of try
ing to worship - the former is all too rare an achievement 
- and the experience of writing a poem can complement 
each other." 

"Somehow Quakers, along with all people, need more 
than ever the gift of beauty and the ability to translate it 
into poetry. As is everyone, we are faced with horrors of all 
kinds - nuclear terrors, destruction of life, and moral col
lapse. 'Where there is no vision, the people perish.' So far, 
we still have the vision and we have not perished." 

''Whittier was a better poet than most of the (Quaker) 
poets ... referred to, but perhaps he was not as good as 
many thought he was. However, his outspoken verses against 
slavery, his active work for abolition, for the cause of Truth 
and Right, did make him the Quaker poet in America. 
(In his time) he was read, memorized, idolized." 
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Among her many poems are the following: 

On "The Shell". . . 
In this white shell the distant sea 
Rolls with its breakers, wild and free. 

I hear their surge and hear their fall, 
The silence of the interval, 

The pausing momentarily. 

Compressed into the nth degree 
The endless ocean thus can be 

Held, as a child would hold a ball, 
In this white shell. 

So it is that there dwells in me 
Love and eternal majesty 

Of God. Although minute and small 
This body can contain them all. 

I am the microscopic He, 
In this white shell. 

On ''A Resun-ection ''. 
Deep cut the letters on the marble stone, 
With tangled ivy overgrown 
Above the grave. 
Autumn and summer, winter and the spring 
Their varied seasons bring -
Their leaves and ferns, their snow and flowers, 
Their droughts and showers -
And cannot save 
The body of him who lies 
Silent below the ground, who dies 
Anew each day in the remembering heatt. 
Yet now, restored by love's refining art 
He lives again within each written word 
Portraying him, the lovable, the wise, 
Whose laughter withstood sorrow, whose surprise 
Made sacrament of all the commonpl~ce. 
He lives again. Your pen has caught the grace; 
The flame of this bright candle of the Lord. 
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For many years Mary Hoxie Jones has written a year-end 
poem. The following, written for the year 1977, is one of 
them. 

On How to Understand Christmas. 
An astronomer might understand 
This extraordinary, slow-moving, 
Radiant star. 

Or an expen in space orbits 
Could read the data of the angels -
Those messengers with good tidings -
And give the explanation 
That they were unidentified flying objects. 

Perhaps a biologist, or a theologian, 
Understanding mutations, equations, 
Or mystical ecstasies, 
Could verify Mary's miracle of giving binh. 

An astrologer or a travel agent 
Might satisfy my questionings: 
How did wise men come from a remote desen 
And fmd Bethlehem? 
Why did shepherds, with their sheep, 
Come from a nearby pasture 
To arrive at an unknown stable 
And recognize in Mary's Child 
Their long-awaited Redeemer? 

Suppose I could have this wisdom 
Would being an expen bring me the answer? 

I can look at the star, 
Listen for the angels, 
Marvel at the mystery of birth. 

I, too, can travel by the star's light, 
Come into the stable 
And find the Child. 
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Daisy Newman speaks 

In a deft and dramatic way Daisy Newman (1904- ) has 
combined the talents of an historian with those of a novelist 
to present the fundamental beliefs of Friends. Her conten
tion has been that the Quaker way of life, based on ex
perience, may be interpreted best through the lives of in
dividuals in novels. Thus she has become one of the very small 
group of friends who have extended the meaning of the 
historic phrase "Publishers of Truth." 

Thereby she has enriched the lives of thousands of non
Friends, as well as Quakers, by interpreting the Friendly Way 
of Life through such books as the novels or novellettes: 
Diligence in Love (1951), I Take Thee, Serenity (1975), The 
Wondrous Gift (1982), and Indian Summer of the Heart 
(1982). Unique in Quaker literature is her volume A Proces
sion of Friends: Quakers in America- a fresh, illuminating, 
and often moving account of Friends in North America told 
through dramatic incidents in their history. Vivid insights into 
her own life may gained through her autobiographical ac
count- A Golden String, written when she was 80. And 
there are other volumes, too. 

Daisy Newman was born in England of American parents. 
She studied in schools in France and Switzerland as well as 
in the United States, and attended Radcliffe College. 

She was married for 28 years to Richard Newman, and in 
her later years to George Selleck, a well-known New England 
Quaker. 

A convinced Friend, she has often brought fresh insights 
to her interpretation of Quakerism, with a special appeal to 
those unacquainted with the basic beliefs of members of the 
Religious Society of Friends. Glimpses into her thinking may 
be gained through the following passages, selected from her 
voluminous writings, as she speaks: 
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On Writing . .. 
"Novels are about people, their inner lives as well as their 

actions. And it's the people I've worshipped and worked with 
on concerns over the past 50 years who have given depth to 
my writing.'' 

''When I'm writing a novel my characters embarass me 
by insisting on coming to Meeting. Shouldn't I be leaving 
my work at home? 

But in the gathered silence the characters find directions 
for their lives. Perplexities are resolved for them, as they are 
for us. Mter all, my fictional characters are real people, even 
if they only exist on paper. Like us, they need the experience 
of God's presence. 

In the mass of letters I receive from unknown readers, I'm 
told over and over of the spiritual impact of these paper 
people .... 

Simplicity, harmony, truth, understanding aren't just 
Quaker testimonies, they are necessary to the whole creative 
process. What is unique about Friends' approach to religion 
is the emphasis on experience. Fiction is a means of sharing 
this experience and making it accessible to others. Storytell
ing is the backbone of the Bible. Modern fiction can serve 
the same purpose." 

"Writing (has) created no conflict for me. Those novels 
reflected my overflowing joy in my family and I think that 
that is one reason they have had so much appeal.'' 

''I discovered that success can bring sorrow, too .... It 
isn't only adversity that teaches you who your friends are; 
success does that, too. " 

"I still think a novel is simply a work of art. If it serves 
someone in need, th;;.t's just a happy accident." 
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On Some Aspects of 
Her Philosophy of Life. 

'"To walk cheerfully over the world' - This is no frolic 
.. it's no lightheaned stroll through life, but the ultimate 

demand of one's humanity. To speak, not with words but 
with one's character; to uncover beneath their ego-needs that 
divine spark which ignores all sons of people - the unlovable 
as well as the lovely. And answering- uncovering the spark 
in one's self. To bless and thus be blessed." 

"Growing takes time." 

"Why, when life looks bleak, can't we see into the 
brightness of the future?" 

"It's easy to give some thing, but it's hard to give yourself. 
And that's the most valuable anicle you have to give." 

"It sometimes takes more courage to stand out against the 
opinion of the majority than to go with it.'' 

"We usually see what we look for." 

"But grief saps creativity. Mter one has lived through it, 
grief can be enlarging to an anist. But while it is fresh, it 
can be debilitating." 

"As I wrote about my childhood and my fitful education, 
I began to see a pattern emerge. Over and over, what seem
ed to be misfonune at one stage of my life turned out to 

have been for the best. What had seemed to be an irrele
vant occurence proved to be pan of a recognizable design.'' 

"Make a good pilgrimage. It's the hardest thing anyone 
can do." 
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On Quakerism . . . 
"No one can really define Quakerism. It isn't a body of 

doctrine. We have no creed. Quakerism is simply a dream 
- a vision of what we want ourselves and our nation to 
become.'' 

On Quaker History . . . 
''Quaker history is the story of individuals living out these 

testimonies in the context of their own times. Varying only 
with the general outlook of a given period, the testimonies 
have always been the same. They derive from the premise 
that there is something divine in every human being. Each 
person is, therefore, sacred. Each is capable, unassisted, in 
coming into communion with God. No creed can contain 
the Quaker faith since God continues to make himself known 
in every generation. Outward sacraments and rites are irrele
vant because the whole of life is sacramental." 

''That spark of diviniry binds all men together so that none 
is free while any are ill-used; no one can be comfortable while 
any are in want. Although a social order based on this belief 
demands a perfection Friends themselves never approximate, 
it remains the persistent corporate dream of what they wish 
themselves and their nation to become." 

"I know how earnestly young people are striving to find 
the best way to order their lives in these disturbing and puzzl
ing times .... Many of us older friends are struggling, too. 
But we Friends have no creed, no set of written rules to go 
by. We have only the light at work in the lives of Friends 
who preceded us. It is those examples, of Friends grappling 
with many of the very issues our young Friends raise, which 
make our history not only deserve but demand our atten
tion." 
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On Her First Quaker Meeting . . . 
"One Sunday we went to the Meeting for Worship at 

Friends House in Euston Road (London). It was our first con
tacr with Friends. I had no idea what to expect. Looking back, 
I don't recall any of the vocal ministry. It didn't impress me. 
Nevertheless, that was what Friends call a 'gathered' Meeting 
- there was the sense of the presence of God as I had never 
experienced it in any place of worship. When we left that 
morning, I knew that I had found what I'd been looking 
for all my life." 

On Quaker Worship . 
"Friends have always believed that every sincere, inward

ly attentive worshipper can, unassisted, ascertain the will of 
God, not only as it appears to him but to his fellow wor
shippers. It is not a solitary search.'' 

"The response to God's will as Friends perceive it in 
themselves and in one another, rather than obedience to a 
traditional creed, joins them in generally living by the same 
testimonies.'' 

"Quaker worship is a living experience, not (something) 
embalmed in history." 

On the Vocal Ministry 
in Meetings for Worship . 

"In the Meeting for Worship after the manner of Friends, 
it sometimes befalls that a person who feels moved to break 
the silence and share a fresh insight, unknowingly expresses 
the thoughrs of those listening. The speaker is not speaking 
to the Meeting, the gathered Meeting is speaking through 
one member." 
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On Traveling Quaker Ministers . . . 

''Those Quaker ministers, traveling 'under concern' or 'in 
the service of Truth' pushed through the wilderness ... carry
ing their message to people who were either geographically 
isolated or out of unity with the local church .... On 
horseback or on foot they brought to the backwoods of 
America a knowledge of the world and a religious vision that 
expanded the narrow wilderness. They gave lonely people 
spiritual kinship with a large community. Through these 
traveling ministers Quakers in England and all the colonies 
became joined in a common identity .... " 

On the Quaker Queries . . . 

"The Quaker Queries are not regarded as a set of rules, 
only as a reminder of the conduct which the Society, by and 
large, upholds. The wording and emphasis may vary from 
one yearly meeting to another but in essence the Queries are 
similar, examining the spiritual quality of Meetings for W or
ship and Business, personal standards of living, marriage, 
education, the social order, and race relations." 

On Inconspicuous Friends . . . 

''But let us not forget the thousands whose names have 
slipped from sight - the ordinary men and women who lived 
out their Quaker testimonies in their fields and kitchens, on 
roadsides and vessels, in town meetings and countty 
schoolhouses, in federal penitentiaries and Civilian Public 
Service Camps - wherever it was that the Inner Light im
pelled them to state their beliefs. They are our heroes, 
too .... " 
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On Quaker Humor and Serenity . . . 

"We joke a great deal among ourselves. Religion ought 
to be a purely joyous experience, but it's also terribly serious 
and if one doesn't look out, one ends up taking oneself too 
seriously. A dash of humor puts things into perspective. So 
we tend to poke fun at ourselves, not at others.'' 

''At their fmest, these Friends radiated a rare serenity. They 
were fun to be with, too -full of humor, which I inter
preted as a measure of their humility. They took their religion 
very seriously but they never took themselves too seriously. 
Even their foibles - which could be maddening - were a 
little endearing, a reminder that the most spiritual of Friends 
are, like the rest of us, all too human." 

OnLove ... 

"Love is the human counterpart of God's caring for us. 
It's not a little bird that suddenly appears in springtime, 
alights awhile, then flits away when the weather or the season 
changes. We have to strive very hard sometimes to keep our 
hearts .... " 

''One never outgrows the wish to be loved.'' 

"I think that's the crucial test of love - whether it 
generates new life in others.'' 

"But love isn't measured by time. It may be the only thing 
in the universe that lives forever.'' 

''. . . love is a thing one sometimes has to work at - work 
at very hard. " 
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On Art . .. 

" ... a painting is an autobiographical note on canvass." 

''Rennie began to realize that the whole history of an was 
one unbroken continuum. Anists took what was handed 
down to them and perfected or rejected that. With time their 
followers perfected or rejected that. What was perfected or 
rejected in one age was rejected in another, only to be 
reinstated later." 

On the Later Years . . . 

''. . . at our age time is so very precious.'' 

''Age does bring some heightening of awareness.'' 

"I have to admit that the immediate effect (of being 80) 
was not one of sobering maturity but of recklessness. I no 
longer needed to save for my old age; it had arrived. I could 
splurge. And I could say anything I pleased. If it happened 
to be outrageous, it would be excused on the grounds of 
seniliry. I felt light-heaned, liberated." 

"It's never too late to share one's feelings with those one 
loves. What does one have to bestow that's of comparable 
value?" 

The passages quoted here are taken from Daisy Newman's many 
publications: Diligence in Love and A Procession of Friends (Double
day); Mount joy (Atheneum); I Take Thee, Serenity and Indian Sum
mer of the Heart (Houghton Mifflin); and A Golden String (Harper 
and Row). Copyrighted by Daisy Newman and used with her kind 
permission. 
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Elizabeth Vining speaks 

Although best known for her work after World War II as 
the tutor to the Crown Prince of Japan, Elizabeth Gray Vin
ing (1902- ) has had a rich and varied life, primarily as 
a writer. 

Born in Germantown-Philadelphia, she attended the 
Stevens School for Girls and then was graduated from the 
Germantown Friends School. Later she earned degrees from 
Bryn Mawr College and the Library School of the Drexel 
Institute. 

After a few years as a teacher and librarian, she devoted 
herself almost exclusively to writing. In 1929 she married 
Morgan Vining, a staff member of the Extension Division 
of the University of North Carolina. But within less than five 
years his life was cut short by a tragic automobile accident. 
Plunged into the depths of grief, she explored various ap
proaches to the meaning of life, eventually triumphing over 
that tragedy and becoming a more mature, mellow person. 

From 1946 unril 1950 she served as tutor to the Crown 
Prince of Japan, the story of which she has told with 
fascinating details in Windows for the Crown Prince. A related 
volume is Return to japan. 

In a lifetime of writing she has produced several novels, 
among them The Virginia Exiles and Take Heed of Loving 
Me (about John Donne), thirteen books for children, in
cluding Adam of the Road which was awarded the presrigious 
Newberry Medal; two autobiographical and several publica
nons on Quakerism, including Rufus M. jones: Friend for 
Life, Women in the Society ofFnends, The World in Tune, 
Contributions of the Quakers, Mr. Whittier, and Penn. 

Glimpses of her thoughts can be gained from the follow
ing quotations as she speaks: 
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On Life ... 
"Life is a trust, given into our hands, to hold carefully, 

to use well, to enjoy, to give back when the time comes." 

On Religion . . . 
"For me, religion was, in Fosdick's phrase, 'a total response 

to life's meaning.' I felt a firm conviction of the unity of 
all life, a kinship with all living things, even to the invisible 
busy atom, a sense that we all were made of the same stuff 
and moved to the same patterns, from the atoms to the 
universes, the macrocosm repeating the microcosm, that love 
and truth and goodness in a single life were interpenetrated 
by the infinite love and truth and goodness which we might 
call God." 

''But religion is not alone a matter of ritual or of intellec
tual understanding; it is emotional and spiritual, and the best 
way to get it is to absorb it from childhood from the at
mosphere of one's own family. A child who grows up sur
rounded by people whose lives are rooted and grounded in 
faith has the best chance of understanding and living by the 
reality of the unseen God. Later in life it comes generally 
in answer to great need or because the heart is opened to 
it by great experiences of sorrow or joy, and he who would 
give help must wait until he is asked for it, or at least until 
there is some evidence of receptiveness.'' 

On Prayer ... 
"There is so much wrong that needs righting, so little we 

individually can do, except to pray. That we can always do, 
and we should not underestimate the power of prayer. In 
some way that we do not understand, the very act of selfless 
prayer seems to open a channel for God's healing action." 
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On Death, Grief and Life's 
Deepest Meanings . . . 

"Now that my deepest love (her husband) has been re
moved, I found that beauty and courage were not enough. 
I began blindly, fumblingly, the search for a meaning in life, 
for a philosophy in which I might find reality and strength 
by which to live" 

"Books had always been my resource in time of need; now, 
as soon as I was allowed to read, I turned again to books, 
not for escape but to try to find meaning in what had hap
pened. I read Whitehead's Adventures of Ideas and Religion 
in the Making, Maeterlinck's Wisdom and Destiny, Vida 
Scudder's On journey, Vera Brittain's Testament of Youth, 
Sarah Cleghorn's Threescore, the poems of Yeats and San
tayana, and the Bible, especially Isaiah, Ecclesiastes, and Ruth. 
Among the books which my father used to keep on a shelf 
close to his hand for rereading was Edmund Gosse's two
volume Life and Letters of Doctor john Donne . .. Now I 
found and read his poems on love and death." 

"Gradually I learned one more thing, quite simple and 
obvious to many but hidden from me at first; that grief is 
something not to overcome or to escape but to live with. It 
is always there, as perceptible as a person who will not go 
away in spite of hints or plain speaking, but one can make 
room for it, recognize it as a companion instead of an in
truder, be aware of it but not possessed by it; one can con
tinue one's work, one's occupation, even one's joys, in its 
presence.'' 

''Somehow we must learn not only to meet it (sorrow) with 
courage, which is comparatively easy, but with sereniry, which 
is more difficult, being not a single act but a way of living.'' 
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On Education . . . 

''There are . . . three main purposes in education for the 
world of the future. The first is to interpret the world truthful
ly to the child, to tell him about the past so that he might 
understand not only his own heritage but those of other na
tions, to explain to him the nature of the world he lives in 
and to open his mind to its beauties, to the laws which govern 
it and the ways in which its benefits can be made to serve 
the greatest number of people. To interpret the 
world ... calls for loyalty to the truth above all other things, 
including the pronouncement of official bodies; it requires 
a sincere and devoted search for the truth on the part of the 
teacher- and though we can never wholly attain truth, even 
the search for it is enobling." 

''The second purpose of education . . . is to help the child 
to develop his full capacities of mind, body, and spirit. Each 
child is unique, like a leaf or flower; each child must be 
allowed to grow to his best flowering in his own way. A 
morning-glory must be encouraged to climb, a carrot to 

plunge deep. We must not expect the morning-glory to give 
us food or scold if its petals fold up when the sun is off them, 
nor must we labor over the carrot to make it produce fragile 
blossoms. Our aim is to develop the best morning-glories and 
the best carrots possible. 

Much of our teaching . . . is unconscious; the genuineness 
of our respect for the dignity of the individual and his uni
que gifts will be revealed not by what we say but unconscious
ly, countless times a day, by the way in which we meet the 
least and the greatest of our fellow men, the most troublesome 
imps in our classroom as well as the most promising 
pupils ... " 

''The third great purpose is to give the child the tools which 
he needs to do his work in the world. The gardener is helpless 
without spade or hoe; the carpenter must have his saw and 
hammer.'' 
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On Our Minor Ecstasies . . . 
"Only a few people, and those few but infrequently, know 

ecstasy. It is a big word; it means a state of being outside 
oneself and outside time, caught up by an overwhelming 
emotion; it implies a high occasion and a greatness of response 
to it ... With such grandeurs of experience I am not now 
concerned. I am thinking of what I have learned to call minor 
ecstasies, bits of star dust which are for all of us, however 
limited our opportunities. Everyone has these moments as 
they are recognized and cherished. Something seen, some
thing heard, something felt, flashes upon one with a bright 
freshness, and the heart, tired and sick or sad, or merely in
different, stirs and lifts in answer. .. Exercising our faculty 
for minor ecstasies may actually increase the number of them 
we feel. .. '' 

On Japan and the Japanese 
''This universal love of beauty is one of the purest qualities 

of the Japanese character and represents a gift which the 
Japanese people have to make to that other part of the world 
which is so taken up with utility and equality that it tends 
to overlook the claims of beauty. '' 

"About the sincerity and genuineness of Japanese 
friendliness I had no doubt or qualification. I based my answer 
not only on the courtesy and consideration I myself had 
everywhere received but on the attitude of people in the 
remotest villages toward Americans.'' 

''What impressed me, however, was the absence of bitter
ness among the people whom I knew. There was an ac
ceptance of things as they were of which I think we as a peo
ple are incapable. People who had been burned out two or 
three times and who now were engaged in a desperate strug
gle to keep alive and to maintain standards, were able to put 
the past behind them and go forward with patience and 
courage.'' 
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On Some Aspects of Writing . . . 

''Can Pegasus, the fiery steed of the Muses, be harnessed? 
What bag of oats can you offer him that will coax him to 
draw near enough to slip the bridle over his head?" 

"The deep self ... is a storehouse of rich material. 
Childhood experiences long forgotten, race memories are 
there lodged; possibly streams from the collective unconscious 
flow through it. It is also a repository of facts, impressions, 
scenes, conversations, ideas, that have been absorbed and 
assimilated. The relationship between the surface mind and 
the deep self ... must be tended and fed. Most of this pro
cess goes on subliminally ... but the process can also be con
sciously forwarded ... It means, not a stowing away of facts 
as a squirrel stores nuts, often forgetting where he has buried 
them, but an absorbing of their essence and meaning, a mak
ing of them one's own by thinking about them, ruminating 
as a cow chews her cud, rolling them over with delight on 
one's mental tongue ... Reading, music, art, travel - all 
provide fodder for the silo of the unconscious ... Music and 
art and drama enlarge and deepen and sensitize; travel brings 
new horizons. Out of experiences of all kinds comes the stuff 
of one's wriring, but like the fodder in the silo, it has to ripen 
and ferment there in the dark before it is brought out for 
use.'' 

• 'When all the roads are mapped and the signposts set in 
place, everyone still has to find his own way. The signposts 
may be dim and undecipherable. They may be written in 
some ancient runic alphabet. Pegasus may be skittish and 
difficult to catch. Or worse, we may, like the young presump
tious poets of whom Keats wrote, 'sway about on a wooden 
rockinghorse and call it Pegasus.' But still, the effott is 
beneficial and any real contact with our deep selves refreshes 
and strengthens. It brings reward in any field of endeavor.'' 
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On Poetry .. . 
''Poetry is meant to transmit emotion rather than logical 

thought ... Terser, more condensed, more elliptical than 
prose, it draws images from the senses; it calls on the power 
of association to bypass the intellect and cut straight through 
to the heart. The analytical surface mind may boggle at the 
idiom, but the deep self has received the message intended 
for it." 

''The poets are admittedly more sensitive than the rest of 
us. We cannot all expect such striking- and even alarming 
- physical symptoms, but if the verse read gives us even a 
small stab of feeling, a heightened awareness of beauty or 
meaning, then it is for us poetry, and the reading of it brings 
increasingly, the more it is done, a joy and richness into our 
Jives." 

"We have always had poetry that was difficult to under
stand, that did not yield its meaning at the ftrst reading. Part 
of the joy is the reading and rereading, over and over, to 

oneself and aloud, until enough of the poet's intention comes 
through to deliver that little shock of delight or flash of il
lumination that makes the poem ours." 

''Not all of our emotions are rich and vibrant, eager for 
expression. Some are unformed, hidden, unknown to us, like
ly to be starved and lost before they ever come to their full 
existence. Poetry evokes these fragile, deeply buried, often 
unconscious stirrings and offers us a symbol or even a state
ment which we recognize as the truth for which we have 
groped." 

"Satisfactory as poetry is when read and enjoyed in 
solitude, it is more than a lonely pastime; it is perhaps best 
enjoyed in groups, and it offers one of the best excuses for 
drawing a congenial group together." 
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On Being Seventy . . . 

"A door shuts. It is shut not in one's face but behind one. 
In front is a new landscape, bleak perhaps at times, lit no 
doubt at others with mysterious beauty, but cut off in the 
distance by a wall which, for the first time, is close enough 
to be visible. One stands in a limited space, with the door 
behind and the wall somewhere in the front." 

"I am sure there will be flowets in this landscape that do 
not grow elsewhere, and glimpses of unforeseen heights." 

"Oh God our Father, spirit of the universe, I am old in 
years and in the sight of others, but I do not feel old within 
myself. I have hopes and purposes - things I wish to do 
before I die. A surging of life within me cries, 'Not yet! Not 
yet!' more strongly than it did ten years ago, perhaps because 
the nearer approach of death arouses the defensive struggle 
of the instinct to cling to life. Help me to loosen, fiber by 
fiber, the instinctive strings that bind me to the life I know. 
Infuse me with Thy spirit so that it is to Thee that I tum, 
not the old ropes of habit and thought. Make me poised and 
free, ready when the intimation comes, to go forward eager
ly and joyfully into the new phase of life that we call death ... 
If pain comes before the end, help me not to fear it, or strug
gle against it, but to welcome it as a hastening of the process 
by which the strings that bind me to life are untied. Give 
me joy in awaiting the great change that comes after this life 
of many changes; let my self be merged in thy self as a can
dle's wavering light is caught up in the sun." 

Grateful acknowledgment is given to the Lippincott Company for 
material from Quiet Pilgn.mage and Windows for the Crown Prince, 
to Pendle Hill Publications for excerpts from The World in Tune 
and Harnessing Pegasus, and to the Viking Press for quotations from 
Being Seventy: The Measure of a Year. 
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Elizabeth Watson speaks 

To those who know her well, to those who have heard her 
speak, and to those who have read her writings, Elizabeth 
Watson (1914- ) is a beloved friend and Friend, a caring 
and compassionate woman, and a sympathetic, stimulating, 
and radiant companion. Her knowledge of the Bible and her 
love of poetry always enhance what she says, and she writes 
out of the experiences of a full life. 

Born in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, she attended elementary and 
secondary school in Lakewood, Ohio, then Miami Universi
ty, from which she obtained her A.B. degree. 

For two years she did graduate work at the Chicago 
Theological Seminary and the University of Chicago Divini
ty School, planning to become a minister. There, too, she 
married George H. Watson. They joined the Religious Society 
of Friends in Chicago and have been active in it ever since. 

While her husband taught (and served in Civilian Public 
Service during World War II), Elizabeth Watson worked in 
various social service organizations. They have raised three 
daughters and a son, as well as four foster daughters. They 
now have 14 grandchildren. 

From 1972 until 1980 George Watson was president of 
Friends World College on Long Island, New York, and 
Elizabeth Watson was a curator of the Walt Whitman Bir
thplace nearby. 

In recent years she has devoted much of her time to writing 
and speaking, primarily among Quakers. Through the quota
tions which follow, you can savor some of her messages as 
she speaks: 
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OnGod ... 

"God is the force that keeps solar systems in far reaches 
of space swinging around their suns and held together as a 
whole. God is the force that keeps the tiny solar systems in 
atoms held together in incredibly numerous varieties to make 
up the familiar furniture of our world. God is the 'binding 
element' holding atoms, molecules, and cells together so that 
they work in mutual interdependence to produce ever more 
complicated forms and activities. Contemplate for a moment 
the mutual cooperation and interdependence of cells and pro
cesses that make you a living being." 

''I have lived most of my life near a large body of water 
and early thought of God as being like an ocean - vast, 
constantly in motion, at times calm and supponive, at times 
wild and destructive." 

''There is at least one imponant way in which God con
ceived of as integrative process differs from the traditional 
Christian God and that is in the anribute of omnipotence. 
God is limited by the process set in motion; God cannot set 
aside the process nor alter the chain of cause and effect. Our 
life depends on the orderliness of the universe. It is arrogance 
and self-delusion to believe God can be bribed with prayers 
and incantations, with tearing of hair and wearing of sackcloth 
and ashes. We must fulfill conditions within ourselves before 
the miracle can take place. God cannot do it alone .... Lov
ing, normal parents do all they can to protect their children 
and to teach them to care for themselves. How great their 
anguish when they cannot protect or provide. How great must 
be God's anguish in the face of the suffering of the world. 
God is dependent on us to help minimize suffering and 
violence and agony. God cannot do it alone." 
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On Her Spiritual journey . . . 
''Looking back on my own search for God, I found myself 

comparing it to building a cathedral. One's faith, one's con
cept of God grows slowly through a lifetime, with a basic 
edifice altered, enlarged, remodeled as one's experience 
deepens. Illuminated moments add stained glass windows; 
encounters with poetry, music, and art add details of beauty.'' 

On Quakerism and 
the Quaker Queries . 

"We were leaving a denomination with a creed as a basis 
for membership. We liked the do-it-yourself nature of 
Quakerism - that we could experience God directly, that 
we were to search and struggle constantly to bring our lives 
into conformity with that measure of truth and beauty and 
love revealed to us from moment to moment, from year to 
year, and from generarion to generation. We were asked to 
test our beliefs, verify them, amplify them, enlarge them out 
of our growing experience. Quakerism has a special way of 
helping Friends to do this - the Queries. Unlike catechisms 
with which we were familiar, the answers to the Queries could 
not be memorized. They must be lived .... live the queries 
now. Perhaps then, without noticing it, you will find some 
day that you are living the answers." 

On Celebrating Differences . 
''We must acknowledge that all of us see through a glass 

darkly. The light of truth is refracted through our individual 
limitations and our different experiencing of the world. What 
is true for me may not necessarily seem true to you. What 
a dull world it would be if we all had the same angle of vi
sion and saw things alike. Let us not bemoan our differences; 
let us celebrate them. Each of us can help others see more 
of truth." 
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On Raising Children . . . 
'''Freedom in a framework' became one of our family 

phrases and pan of the philosophy by which we tried to raise 
our children. Children need, and want, some limits set. The 
framework ought to be expanding all the time as children 
and parents learn and grow, so that young people take in
creasing responsibility for setting their own limits and may 
as soon as possible become self-determining and responsible 
human beings.'' 

''I learned that ultimately we cannot protect our children 
from hardships, disease, accidents, encounters with evil, even 
death. The best we can hope to do is to help them learn to 
take care of themselves, to accept responsibility for their ac
tions, to care about other people, and to acquire 'coping skills' 
through experience. ' ' 

''. . . I am glad we chose the city, Chicago - with all 
its violence, din, sordidness, and danger, but also its oppor
tunities for learning, its sheer excitement, its neighborliness, 
and its variety of people - as the place for our family to 
live. And our children are all glad they grew up there. They 
learned to take care of themselves in practical ways. And they 
learned what is more imponant: not to judge people by their 
color, religion, place of origin, or economic status. These 
things have nothing to do with whether or not you can trust 
a person.'' 

On Living Anywhere on God's 
Earth ... 

''Sometimes we must leave our ftxed abode and become 
sojourners in uncenainty. We need to learn that no one place, 
however hallowed our memories, is more holy than any other. 
The earth is the Lord's- the whole eanh. Wherever we go, 
God is with us." 
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On Women and Men ... 

''I do believe women have something special to contribute 
to solving the world's colossal problems. One way is in the 
area of ftnding peaceful ways of settling conflicts. Women 
know experientially how long it takes to bring a human life 
to birth and how much longer to bring it to maturity. They 
are nurturers and cherishers. And the world must learn to 
nurture, to cherish, and to affirm human life and dignity. 
We must learn reverence for life and dignity or we will not 
likely survive our costly arms race." 

''As women grow in awareness of their strengths and 
abilities, gain rights, and become whole human beings, men 
too will grow in wholeness. As women gain confidence to 
succeed in so-called masculine activities and professions, so 
also, I believe, men will learn to be open to their own com
passion and tenderness. And our commitments to one another 
will have more stability and be more fulftlling." 

On Solitude and Individuality . . . 

''We need to ftnd some time and space to be alone -
no easy thing these days. By contemplation, meditation, in
trospection, keeping a journal, by prayer, we need to take 
off our masks, step out of our roles, and stand before God 
-open, simple, vulnerable. We need to ask: Who am I? 
-that unique, never-to-be duplicated product of heredity, 
environment, experience, and inner growth; that part of the 
universe with something to contribute that no other human 
being can provide; that child of God, an original and no one's 
copy. How far shon do I fall from the person God intended 
me to be? How can I become that person?" 
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On Growing through Grief. . . 
"To be alive is to be vulnerable. From binh on, none is 

exempt from pain; nor can we go through life without los
ing some that we love; and ultimately coming to terms with 
our own death. These are big wounds we all share. And there 
are the little wounds; frustrations, put-downs, loneliness, 
boredom, injustice, betrayals, neglect - or are they such 
small wounds? They can eat away at us like cancer. ... How 
can we take on the world's wounded when we are huning 
ourselves? We begin with ourselves, for as long as our own 
wounds nag at us and demand our attention, we cannot hope 
to heal others .... We all have within us regenerative powers 
of body, mind, and spirit. For them to operate, we need to 
be honest with ourselves and disciplined enough to live sen
sibly .... " 

"We are free to learn, if we will. We can use the unsought 
pain ... to heighten our awareness of beauty and our sen
sitivity to suffering in others. We can use it as a challenge 
to our ingenuity to transcend our limitations. We can grow 
in depth through it as we seek ways to help God in the con
tinuing process of creating a universe that is always breaking 
down .... " 

"In grief we come to learn that we are not alone. We 
remember passages from the Bible. We find poetry, music, 
sculpture speaking to us. . .. In time we may feel within 
us the continuing love, not in any supernatural way, but as 
warmth, like sunlight. Knowing the fragility of life, each day 
becomes a gift to be fully experienced. We are aware of the 
beauty in simple, everyday things, and we fmd how precious 
are other members of our family still alive, other friends, 
strangers. We give thanks for the vitality, hope, and courage 
of those who are young. And we find that deep, quiet joy 
has indeed begun to lubricate our frozen hearts. We grow 
through grief. ' ' 
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On Growing Into Wholeness . . . 
''All of us long for wholeness. We see someone - perhaps 

a friend, perhaps some great charismatic person - respon
ding out of personal authenticity, totally present. We long 
to be like that .... " 

"Sometimes we are whole for a time. We are undivided, 
confident, creative, responsive. But much of the time our 
old hurts and conflicts and problems get in the way .... " 

"Our own longing for wholeness pushes us. And speak
ing across the cenruries,Jesus challenges us to be whole .... " 

"When we truly accept ourselves as authentic, beautiful, 
capable human beings, we can then bring into the open all 
the things that hurt. . . . Our hurts and fears help us to 
grow .... " 

"We all need a supportive community to help us reaffirm 
our self-image, over and over .... " 

"The other side of self-validation is humility. Without an 
affirming self-image, humility is Uriah Heapism. With it, 
we gain the perspective to see ourselves as part of the human 
family .... With our basic belief in our potentiality, we can 
reach out in liberating ways to others, particularly to those 
who are denied wholeness arbitrarily .... " 

"Part of growing into wholeness is fmding our special con
cern. Who or what is laid on our hearrs as needing our special 
skills, gifts, insights, love? Who has first claim on our time 
and energy? All oppressed people need us, are worthy of our 
attention. But if we scatter ourselves in too many directions 
we are less effective than if we concentrate time and energy. 
When we are too scattered, we are not whole." 

On Hope . .. 
"Hope seems to me to be the most important thing. It 

keeps you optimistic. It lets you live with a light touch .... 
No matter how bad things get . . . you can always go right 
forward, day after hum-drum day, if you have hope." 
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On the Future . . . 
"We create a vision of the reconstituted world - where 

no one is hungry, where children grow up without fear, where 
all our sisters and brothers can grow to the circumference of 
their lives. And thus we join the goodly company of those 
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary power, 
reconstitute the world. " 

''The years ahead will not be peaceful and uneventful. 
Those who place too much value on comfon and security are 
probably in for a rough time. Those who are unencumbered 
and flexible will more likely survive. We talk simplicity, but 
find it hard to practice it.'' 

"Let us walk cheerfully into the future, ready to give up 
the obvious good we have enjoyed because we dream of a 
strangely better world where no one will hun or destroy -
a Commonwealth whose architect and builder is God.'' 

On Young People and the Future . . . 

"In spite of 'the weight of the sad time,' I bring you a 
message of hope. For I believe our young people can yet save 
the world. The revolution that is needed now is already tak
ing place in the minds and lives of some of them. They have 
a dream of a somehow strangely better world than the one 
they have inherited, and they are living as if it were already 
visible, already here. They step to a different drummer." 

Grateful acknowledgment is made to the Barclay Press for permis
sion to use materials from Fruit of the Vine; to Elizabeth Watson 
for quotations from Guests of My Life; to the Friends journal for 
excerpts from articles in that publication, to the Friends United Press 
for an excerpt from Let Their Lives Speak; and the Religious Educa
tion Committee of Friends General Conference for material from This 
I Knew Experientially. 
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